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In Our 100th Year
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Kimberly Gail Billington

P
E
(

1,111 Six Hospitalized

Several Prizes
Await First Baby
Kimberly Gail BilLington, Calloway
from National Store; a case of baby
County's first baby of 1980 and her
food from Jim Adams IGA; a $15 gift
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
certificate from Storey's Food Giant;
Billington, Route 5, Murray.
and a dinner for tw for the parents at
Local merchants have again donated
DeVanti's Restaurant
many items that will malie those first
few days of We much easier for Kimberly Gail and her parents in The
Murray Ledger .3/ Times annual first
baby contest.
Kimberly Gail was born at 12:44 p.m.
Tuesday at the Murray-Calloway
Dark air cured tobacco sales will be
County Hospital. She weighed seven
around 1 p.m. Thursday, Jan. 3, at the
pounds and was 19 inches long at birth.
Growers and Farris Loose Leaf Floors,
Among the items the Kimberly Gail
according to Holmes Ellis, ,general
and her parents will receive are:
manager of the Western Kentucky
A baby book from Allison's Cards &
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Gifts; a case of baby formula from
Association.
fCmart; an 8x10 color photo from Carter
Ellis added fire cured sales are slated
Studio; a pair of baby shoes from
to start around the third week of
Footprints; a $20 savings account from
January.
Security Federal; another case of baby
formula, this one from Clinic PharITIBCY.
Also, a case of baby food from D&T
Warehouse Foods; ten silver dollars
from Peoples Bank; a silver plated cup
and educator spoon and fork from
Lindsey's Jewelry; a gift certificate
The Murray Independent Board of
from the Step Ladder; a $10 savings
Education will elect officers for 1980 at
account from Home Federal; a 12-piece
a special called meeting today at 5:30,,
box of chicken from Burger Queen;
pm. at the board office building.
Plus, a pair of baby shoes from
The other item on the agenda is
Ryan's.Shoe Store; a savings account
discussion of the new state Model
at the Bank of Murray; twn catfish
Procurement Code that defines bidding
dinners from Captain D's; a case of
and purchasing for state agencies.

- After Accident
New Year's Eve
Six persons were hospitalized
following a two-car accident late New
Year's Eve on U.S. Highway 641, north
of Murray.
According to a Kentucky State Police
official, the wreck occurred at 11:50
p.m. as a souttitound vehicle, driven by
David Peeler, 17, Route 2, Puryear,
Tenn., attempted to pass in a nopassing zone and collided with a northbound car driven by Tommy
McClure, 39, Route 7, Mayfield.
Peeler and one of his three
passengers, Holly Syphers, 16, Route 2,
Puryear, were pinned in the car about
30 minutes, the police official said.
All persons involved were taken to
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Peeler and Syphers were transferred to
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah. Both are
listed in satisfactory condition in the
intensive care unit.
Kyle Bennett, 15, Route 2, Puryear, a
third passenger in the Peeler car, was
trankerred to the Jackson-Madison

Sales Of Dark Air
Cured Tobacco To
Begin On Thursday

City School Board
To Elect Officers
At Tonight's Meeting

FIRST BABY OF 1980 - The year's first bifiTliiMurray arrived at 12:44
p.m. Tuesday at the Murray-Calleway County Hospital
. The baby, Kimberly
Gail Billington, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Billington, Route 5, Murray. The girl was seven pounds and 19 inches at birth.

After 'Satisfactory' Talks With Ghotbzadeh

Angry Demonstrators Force U.N.
Secretary To Cancel Appearance
By ALEXANDER G. HIGGINS
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran fail') - A crowd of
angry demonstrators protesting
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim's
mission to Iran forced him to cancel a
public appearance today after he and
Prime Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh
met for three hours of "satisfactory"
talks on the U.S-Iranian crisis.
Meanwhile, the American hostages
began their 60th day as captives of
Iranian militants at the U.S. Embassy.
Some 1,000 chanting demonstrators
waited in vain at a building across the
street from the Foreign Ministry.
Waldheim was to have gone there to
meet more than 100 persons who said
they had been crippled and tortured by
agents of the deposed shah's regime,
but he stayed in his hotel room instead
The demonstrators carried postersized photographs of Waldheim shaking
hands with the ousted shah and kissing

the hand of the shah's twin sister,
Ashraf. "Waldheim's viisit is a blow to
our revolution," they chanted. /
Tehran radio 'said Ghoibzadeh
described the outcome of the, talks as
satisfactory. 'Waldheim has realized
for the first time that Iran-is/extremely
firm over its position," it voted him as
ying
Justice
Minister
Ayatollah
Mohammed Beheshti, firSt secretary of
the ruling Revolutiona0 Council, said
at a morning news conference that
Wa kiheim's fact-fin ding mission could
lead to a "wise solution to the present
crisis," but said such a development
would not
me daring the secretarygeneral's visit.
The Iranian government, meanwhile,
moved part of its estimated $13 billion
in foreign accounts from banks in
Europe to other nations as a precaution
against possible U.N. sanctions, said
All Mavi-Rad, head of overseas

finances fat Iran's central bank. He did
not say how much was- moved.
In Tabriz, capital of the northwestern
Azerbaijan region, members of the
Azeri minority's political party announced the release of nine
Revolutionary Guili-fisrnee who had
been taken hostage in a clash with
party members last Thursday.
The Azerbaijanis are a Turkishspeaking minority seeking a degree of
self-rule in the region. The guards'
release came after the party received a
letter bearing the seal of their spiritual
leader, Ayatollah Mohammed Kazem
Shariat-Madari, urging them not to
harm fellow Moslems, the party
members said.
Waldheim told Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini's foreign minister and others
on his arrival Tuesday: "I hope to find
the means and the ways to solve the
crisis." But he added: "You cannot

Gilbertsville Man Gives Gun
Collection To MSU Foundation
A collection of about 50 guns valued at
$24,000 has been given to the Murray
State University Foundation by Nelson
H. Bogie of Gilbertsville for exhibition
:in Wrather Museum on the campus.
Pieces in the collection include
handguns, hunting and military
weapons, and accouterments such as

powder horns and bayonets.
Dr. Kenneth Han-ell, dean of the
College of Humanistic Studies and
chairman of the former Wrather
Museum Advisory Committee, said the
Bogie gun collection is the first substantial gift made for exhibition in the
museum.

GUN COLLECTION CONTRIBUTOR - Nelson H. Bogie
i right) of Gilbertsville has donated a collection of 50 guns valued at $24,000
to the Murray State
University Foundation to be exhibited in Wrather Museum
on the campus. Dr.
Kenneth Harrell, dean of the College *I Hunsaaistie
Studies at Murray State,is
shown as he gets an explanation from Bogie about one
of the pieces. Beg= In
1924, the collection includes many pieces from Europe
and the Middle Last,

He said Bogie, now 74 and retired,
indicated that he made the donation to
insure that the collection would remain
intact. However, the museum is
authorized to use parts of the collection
to support other museum exhibits.
Started in 1924, the collection includes
many pieces acquired by Bogie in
Europe and the Middle East He owned
and operated heavy equipment companies and a quarry in West Tennessee
that required him to travel to virtually
all parts of the globe.
Bogie has patented more than 60 of
his own inventions related to, heavy
equipment and guns.
Two of the most unusual pieced in the
collection, .45 and .48-caliber percussion weapons, were built by John
Dicldnson, Edinburgh, Scotland, in
,1840. Three Kentucky Long Rifles of the
early 19th century are also part of the
donation.
The diversified collection, which has
ignition systems ranging back to
the
flintrock, has many pieces characterized by intricate craftmanship
,
Including stocks of rare European wood
in rococo art, sllvr.. -fixture
s, and
metals with ornate engravings
and
damascened finish
Bogie has a daughter, Kathryn, who
is a 1960 graduate 'of Murray
te.She
now teaches art in a Los Angeles,Calif.,
high school.
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expect from such a first visit to solve
immediately all problems. You have
got to be realistic."
He cited U.S.-Iranian relations, "the
grievances of the Iranian people in
relation to the previous regime," and
the seizure of the 1.S. Embassy and its
staff among "the very serious problems
that will have to be discussed if the way
can be paved for the solution of the
crisis."
Ghotbzadeh reiterated
before
Wakiheirn's arrival that he considered
. the secretary-general's visit a factfinding mission only, to hear Iran's
case against the United States andShah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, and not one
of mediation and negotiation. Although
Waldheim said he had information
indicating Khomeini would receive
him, there was no indication from officials in Tehran that this would happh.
Meanwhile, the students who seized
the U.S. Embassy on Nov. 4 reiterated
their unchanging position - that the
hostages would be freed only if
President Carter returned the shah to
Iran for trial. They said they would not
talk with Waldheim unless Khomeini
told them to and that he would not be
allowed to see any of the captive
Americans.
The government TV service coupled
its pictures of Waldheim's arrival on a
split screen with an amputee and two
dead children it said were victims of
SAVAK, the shah's secret police.
"This is a New Year's gift offered by
the TV staff on the occasion of Mr.
Waldheim's arrival," the..announcer
said.

The U.N. Security Pound! gitWaldheim a new mandate Monday to
try to win the release of the hostagesput at 50 in number by the State
Department, 49 by their captors and 43
by three U.S. clergymen who visited
them over Christmas. But if he fails to
get them freed by Jan. 7, the council
will meet then to vote on a U.S.
resolution now being drafted to impose
limited sanctions against Iran.
The Soviet government was one of
four that abstained in Monday's U.N.
vote. lass, the official Soviet news
agency, said on Tuesday that the U.S.
"steca to impose an economic blockade
on Iran give rise to the profound indignation of the Iranian public." But
thousands of Afghan residents of Iran
demonstrated outside the Soviet
Embassy in Tehran and the Soviet
Consulate in Mashed Tuesday,
protesting the Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan. They hauled
down the Soviet flag and burned It, but
Iranian revolutionary guards drove
them off when they tried to invade the
embassy.

County(Tenn.) Hospital. He has severe
head injuries and is listed in critical
condition in the surgical intensive care
unit.
The fourth Peeler passenger, Denisa
Barrett, 16, Route 2, Puryear, McClure
and his passenger, Jean McClure, all
were admitted to the Murray hospital.
Barrett was listed in satisfactory
condition with facial injuries, a hospital
spokesman said. Tommy McClure,
suffering from chest injuries, was listed
as satifactory. Jean McClure
in satisfactory condition with facia
fractures.
Following a separate car accident,
Jerry M. Burkeen, 29, Route 1, Almo,
was admitted to the local hospital with
a fractured hip. His condition is stable.
According to a Calloway County
sheriff's office spokesman, Burkeen,
traveling toward Murray on Kentucky
464, ran off the road in an attempt to
.miss a dog on-thekid. gis ear flipped
over.

Local Officials Must
Draft New Policies
On Public Purchases
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP )- The start
of the new year means local officials
throughout Kentucky must draft new
policies covering purchases made with
public funds.
Cities, counties, school beards and
other local government units must
comply with the so-called Kentucky
Model Procurement Code effective Jan.
1. The bulk of the code has been in effect
at the statel,level since Jan. 1, 1979
The intent-of the code is to modernize
purchasing procedures to make the
best use of tax dollars and to establish a
comprehensive set of guidelines and
ethical standards for those involved in
_public purchasing.
JoyceMorse, 611mill:iddie
ministrative services in the state
Finance Department, said there have
been no problems -at the state level.
"As far as we're concerned, it's
working fine," she said. "There are no
major changes from the old code....This
is more of a refinement."
The code was not designed as an
economy measure, but requires more
documentation on public purchases and
encourages centralized purchasing,
thereby saving paperwork, she said.
Although many provisions of the code
merely consolidate existing law, some
local officials have been reluctant to
prepare for-its implementation.
"Local officials are dreading it," said
June Preston of the state Department
of Local Government. "It's another law
for them. They think, 'If we ignore it, it
will go away."
Mike Amyx, director of the Kentucky
Municipal League, said despite his
organization's efforts to publicize the
new code, "it has snuck up on some
smaller communities. Seemingly, the
information has not taken."
The League is preparing a model
ordinance for local governments to
follow in drafting regulations to implement the code.
Local officials do not actually have to
have regulations drawn up as of Jan. 1,
but they do have to have the new
policies in place before making their
first public purchase of the new year.
Both Amyx and Ms. Preston think
local governments will find it
beneficial.
"Contrary to local officials' opinion,
it will provide them more flexibility,"
she said.
A spokesman for the state Education
Department agreed that the code
should give local school boards more
leeway in purchasing. General Counsel
Ed Fossett also said it should require
more record-keeping and result in
centralized buying practices.
An example of the flexibilityorovided
in the code is the requirement that local
units of government award all contracts or purchases over $2,500 by
competitive sealed bidding - unless a
written finding is made that the award
cannot tie made on the basis of -either
the lowest bid price or evaluated bid
price, or that a limited source of supply
makes bidding inappropriate, or that
bid prices are unreasonable or appear
to have been the result of collusion
That is a change from existing
competitive bid requirements, which

local governments could only be
exempted from in an emergency or
where items did not exceed $5,000 in
value.
Observert- agree that the 1980
General Assembly is likely to raise the
$2,500 exemption back to $5,000.
The code also permits local officials
to negotiate a purchase price after
making a written determination that
competitive bidding is not feasible
because of an emergency; where there
is a single source of the product; where
the contract is for the services of a
professional such as an architect or
engineer, or where it is for perishable
items purchased weekly or more often.
—

Afghan Students
Occupy Embassy;
Hold Four Hostages

NEW DELHI,India.( AP)- About 85
Afghan students rushed past armed
Indian guards, occupied the Afghan
Embassy and held four hostages for
nearly four hours and burned flags on
the roof today to protest the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan.
The Soviet news agency Tess
denounced the takeover as a
"provocative sortie" which "showed
that the measures being taken by the
local authorities to ensure inviolability
of the embassy ... turned out to be
clearly insufficient." Tass referred to
the occupiers as "a crowd of raging
Afghans."
In Bonn, 30 Afghan students occupied
the Afghan Embassy property there for
one hour to protest the Soviet invasion,
police said. There were no reports of
damage to the building.
"We want our freedom," they
shouted as they broke into the threestory building and took three Afghan
diplomats and a visiting Kabul
businessman hostage.
Maj. Tawfiq Ahmed Azizi, 39, the
military attache, drew a pistol on the
invading students and fired once but
was grabbed as the gun went off. There
were no injuries.

today's index
Two Sections-22 Pages
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6-A
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2-B
Classifieds
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Comics
6-A
Crosswords
6-B
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3-A
I Aical Scene,
2-A,3-A
Opinion Page
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cloudy with
light snow
Cloudy with a chance of light
snow or flurries developing
tonight and continuing Thursday.
No accumulation expected. Lows
tonight in the upper 20s to low 308.
Highs Thursday in the lower 30s.
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The Last
Wall Poster

TANGS...

tl

Peking's Democracy Wall was to quench unfettered expression
never more than the palest re- of political views.
flection of the free expression
Taken together with the 154,
ostensibly guaranteed by China's year •prison senten-C-e Merted-ouT
-- 1978 constitution. At best, the recently.to human rights activist
uncensored wall posters dis- Wei dingsheng, the death of Deplayed along the 200-yard brick mocracy Wall signals an mu--wail by_ indepentent-minded citi- , nous defeat-for the modest politizens -amid be seen by only a few 'ca1 liberalization begun in.Nothousand persons in a nation of - vernber 1978. While China's presnearly one billion souls.
ent rulers teem unlilfely to
- But the wall's -Value as a sym- return to the limitless represbol and hopeful-portent-for the sions_ favored by the late Mao
future wasimmense. It served as Tse-tung, they seem even less
a focal point of China's budding likely to tolerate anything aphuman rights movement: And proaching real civil and political
Heart:110e Ii a service for senior
the international publicity ac- rights.
any drug.
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
• corded the wall posters by for2. Be sure you understand all InIf the sharpest edges of totali- questions and solve problems
-fast. If
structions before starting to use a drug
eign journalists punctured the tarianism have been dulled since you have a question
or a problem not
Including when to take it, with what,
myth tat China's millions Mao's death in 1976, its essence answered in these columns,
write
how long to continue, what-to -do if
'marched in lockstep to the beat -the dictatorship of the Chinese Heartline, 114 E. Dayton St., West problems
occur.
of a single drum.
Communist party -remains un- Alexandria,- Ohio 45381. You will
3 Make sure you take medicines
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Alas,,this year-old taste of lib- diminished.
when you are supposedto- which,for
Include
a stamped, self-addressed
erty was deemed too dangerous
people taking several drugs, might.
The growing power of the Sovimean having a system for keeping
_by China's riders. Presumably et Union has necessitated a prag- envelope. The most useful replies will
printed in this column.
track.
angered
piasters that as- matic rapproachement between be
_HEARTLINE: I am putting together
4. Call your doctor if you notice any
_ s41e51- China's food shortages, the United States'and China. But a first aid kit for my home. Will
new symptoms or side effects. • .official
thtigilliacal requirements of Medicare cover such supplies as - 5. Keep drugs in airtight containerssive Violations of human rights, survival in a perilous world adhesive tapes, sterile bandages, etc.?
and store them properly.
-;
officials closed the wall recently. should not blind us to the sad.fate - K.W.
6. Keep a permanent record of all
No, Medicare will not cover these
A remote public park has been of the Chinese people under pedrugs and vaccines you are sensitive or
designated as the new wall king's rule.-The last poster pro- supplies. For complete and easy-toimderstand information on Meticam
--,41 poster area. But, henceforth, test displayed on Democracy and what the
coverage offers, we ---A
thase-adiveg-thetr-views-will wali--said—it--all. -Declared --the—sagge4-ogrAsea-goicie to-Medic:as..To
have tkaregister their identity poster: "The. people have no order,send $1.75to Heartline's Guide to
beforehand, a requirement sure rights."
Medicare, 114 E. Dayton St., West

Looking BaCk10 Years
Ground
c.r-ound*F64441-teda
y-feand-the body of

hEARAIN

allergic to.
DON'TS
1. Take more - or less - than the
prescribed amount of any drug.
2. Stop taking a drug suddenly
without checking with your doctor even if you feel better. •
3. MU alcohol and medication unless
your doctor says it's OK. Although not
all drugs react adversely with alcohol,
many do.
4. Take drugs prescribed or someone
else, or give yours to someone else,
5.-Tratisfer a drug from its original
bottle to another.
6. Keep old or expired medicines in
your medicine chest.

gree Or Not

Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
RHEA TLINE: I have a very stubborn
punt
who thinks she can take her
AP S ecial Correspondent
medicine when the wants to, not when
she Is supposed to. She is supposed to
take her blood pressure pills everyday,
- butshe has been taking them only when
she thinks she needs them -like when
she 'gets dizzy or has a headache. in
other words,only two or three tablets a
week. What can I tell her to convince
her that she should take her medicine
WASHINGTON (AP) - President' concentrating on Iran, he found time to
as prescribed? - T.H.
Carter has done more than drop out of
do that kind of politicking. It sounded
Tell her that she is asking for a heart
one campaign debate. He has put his
like sour grapes from the camp of a
attack or stroke. High blood pressure
personal campaigning on hold for the
candidate who was losing ground, and
can also lead to other ailments, such as
duration of thi.hostage crisis in Iran.
White House spokesmen retorted that
kidney disease. We suggest that you
And there is no way of determining
the president was quite properly doing
speak
with her doctor and ask him to
how long that will be.
what time permitted him to do for his
talk to her. Also, you might pass along
The president said his decision
reelection effort.
to her the following list of do's and
against debating his Democratic
But given Carter's explanation of the
don'ts_ al. wbse drug use
7:7—cbgillertgetSIn Des Moines.next Monday
debate decisce, the Kennedy crfticfsofv.
was based on the demands of his job,
-of his inhouse campaigning may carry
not on politics. The president also
1. Tell your doctors about all the
more weight next time.
• declined a proposal that the debate be
medicines you are taking and about any
held Jan. 17 ki Washington.
allergies or sensitivity you may have to
++.44+++++4-44-44
He said he has to stay at the White
House to deal with the situation in Iran
-281
and the Soviet incursion into
Afghanistan- In_ii_well-advertised,
handwritten note, Carter told his
political aides that he'll just have to
accept any adverse political consequences.
_ So far, the consequences of his stayBy Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
at-home campaign strategy have been
Cepyriglit, 197$
exactly -the opposite. During two
....44÷44-44-4-1-44-944-5-44-44+44-4-+4-444-4-4-444-.+444-444+++++++.44
_Months Otarisla which came tint
as
waclutioning -12s)ok---syas issued hop- is--federeLoffic9
See,
tai"li
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEAXS

Carter's- Campaign
On Hold During Crisis

The Story Of

Callow
ay
County
1822-1976

active challenge for the Democratic
nomination,Carter's popularity and job
ratings in the public opinion polls have
soared.
"I cannot break away from my duties
here which are extraordinary now and
ones which only I can fulfill," Carter
wrote to advisers who said they had
. urged him to keep the debate'date in
Iowa. "We will just have to take the
adverse political consequences and
make the best of it."
He told the Des Moines Register and
Tribune, which was sponsoring the Jan.
7 debate in Iowa, that he had to stay in
Washington to deal with Iran and other
vital matters. •
"For the time being, I can best
continue these efforts if I forgo personal
appearances or participation in eteots
which are exclusively part of a partisan
political campaign," Carter said.
He also said that were he to participate in publicized political events,
the Iranians might seek to create a
crisis to coincide with his appearance.
There are just enough qualifying
words in that message to leave open the
likelihood that Carter will keep doing
what he has been doing for the past two
months: telephoning key Democrats to
ask for their support, and meeting at
the White House with groups of
potential supporters.
The Kennedy people had complained
before thatsvhlle Carter was said to be

Bible Thought ,
"And the s44 of the Lord shall
rest upon him, the—spirit of wisdom
and Understanding the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge
And of tit%t frau of the loed.:: Isaiah
11:2 '
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EDITORIAL

Washington Today

Sic

on Main Street where registration was held fot three days. Books
designated the amount of gasoline, pork, coffee, tea, sugar' and
clothing for each individual or family.
Constable Seth Cooper kept a dead-eye on the illegal selling
making of moonshine whisky in Calloway and ,participated
the
and
with Sheriff Carl Kingini and Deputy Charlie Marr on a moonshine
raid at Center Ridge, the Broadway of Moonshine since the advent
of the prohibition era.
City of Murray once again took over the electric power distribution system at a cost of $225,000, effective June 10, 1942, with
a fair promise of 20 per cent rate reduction within 90 days through
the purchase of energy from _the Tennessee Valley Authority:Previously, the city had acquired the electric system from Dr. Crawford about 1910, but the city sold the property in 1925 in a highly
questionable transfer to the Kentucky-Tennessee Light & Poweir
-iiE.d Gas and Electric
Co., a conglomerate affiliate of thi-Aisoc
Corp., whose officials later were sentenced to prison for violations
of federal laws. Proceeds from the sale of the city 'system in the
1925 transaction provided funds for the paving of city streetsaor
the first time. The fikit blacktop was started at the corner of 5th
and Main streets, extending west on Main.
, •
The 1942 elecbic board was composed of arry J. Fenton,
W. G., Swann, L. J. Hortin and foreman Graham,, which in turn
appointed Chis'ile's M. Stewart, former manager of the\:.Murray office
for the Kentucky-Tennessle Company, as the director f the municipal system. Charles Was an ;able overseer, possessing an. unusual
ability to adjust to circumstanaet. When, as manager of the private
Company, he vigorously,opposemunicipal and cooperative energy
distribution ,systems as socialistic when needled by this editor into
pleasant arguments. In later years he became the grand champion
of cooperatives after being,elected president of the state organiza_ _
_
tion of có-ops. ------The drive to secure scrap iron in the county resulted in an
accumulation of 80,000 pounds. Scarcely had the scrap iron drive
dftve-fee--Serap-subber-hacl _gained momen,_
ny
grit lin
- - tom With 119,520 pounds accounted for within a month. Angther
war effort called for registration fpr 18 to 20 year olds.

To Be Coniinued

an 4 'iron

General Assembly
Faces Road Problem

Murray pilot, Toy Lenning, 56, who
disappeared while making a landing
approach to the Crossville, Tenn.,
Airport on Dec. 23. His body was found
In the wreckage of his twin-engine
Piper Commanche early this morning.
Deaths reported include James R.
Ra,
tliff, 47, W. L. Pollard, 42, Jack
Church, Adolph McGee, 58, and Ed A.
Diddle, Sr., 74.
Effective Jan. I, 1970, all local-banks
have advertised thatstey will pay five
per cent interest on Certificates of
.•
Deposit.
-- First Lt. C.erroll R. Rich received the
Army Commendatitn Medal • while
serving with the 2SW Infantry Division'
near Tay Niah, Vietnam.
Births reported include a boy, Gary
Herbert, to Mr. and 'Mrs. Billy Lee
Barnett on Dec. 29, and a boy, David
Allen, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
McCuiston on Dec. 29.

•

20 Years Ago

Gov. Bert Combs has appointed
former State Representative William
L. Jones of Princeton to be warden at
the Kentucky Site Penitentiary at
E.Llyville.
Deaths reported include Mrs._ Daisy__
Askew and Mrs. Donie Farmer, 64.
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Ross, former
residents of Calloway County, were
honored on their 50th wedding anniversary on Dec. 19 at their home in
Allen Park, Mich.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
John Brinkley and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Benny McDonald.
The McElrath family held a reunion
at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Hugh
McElrath, 1315 West Main Street,
Murray, during the holidays. This was
the first family reunion in five years.
The New Year's Eve show at the
Varsity Theatre was "Life Begins at
17" starring Edward "Kookie" Barnes.
The admission was 75 cents per person.
•

preterit levy was to be less tax perFRANKFORT - One of the most
centiige wise than it was back when we
crucial problems the 1900 General
were paying 39 cents per gallon for
Assembly will face is finding more
gasoline, but paying seven cents of this
money for the road fund.
In taxes. This figures Out as a perThere's really only one place to look
centage 01 17 and nine tenths.
.and that is the gasoline tax. Presently It
stands at 9 cents per gallon after forWhen Gov:Ford increased the tax to
mer Gov. Wendell Ford increased it
nine cents per gallon, the percentage
'from 7 cents.
was greater than this.
glinr. John Young Brown jr. has the
But, if Gov: Brown would putthe tax
ideal situation to change the method. of
at 10 percent or greater,,the_tax would
:30 Years
taxing gasoline Erten a fixed- rate per
produce • more revenue at a lower ,
gallon to a percentage and mike it a
percentage. Of course, tbe amount of
The first Veterans' Insurance
growth tax, truly to keep up with inpercenyt e will be left up to the
Dividend Thecks will be mailed tom
-•
--- ■governoT and-the-legislatare.
__- ,Vianhington,----1*-C.;- on Jam: -;<1,a acThe governor can bite the bullet and
• Most forecasters say that gasoline
cording to earl Gray, veterans' adsetthe tax at 10 percent of the sale price
will -go to -82.00 per gallon within the
ministrator.
without too much of an increase in the
next year or so:If it reaches this figure Coleman P. Myers has completed
beginning. Gasoline is-ranging in price
the 10 percent would produce a tax of 20
sPectitlized training in diesel engines at
from around 96 centsto $1.12 per gallon,
awls per gallon.
the Utilities Engineering Institute at
depending on where in the state it is
As gasoline prices increase, the
IV- -•
ptrchased.
economic rule for at least a short period
The Rev. Kelly Fitzgerald is serving
There has been an argument UST- Is that lessgasoline w-111
,-1M
----str-riutor-ot-tbe-Sogar Creek Baptist
fractions would be hard to figure, but a
increased total revenue fbr the state
Church.
strike-off balance could easily be
may be less than some presently
The Murray State.College Thoroughplanned. For example, if the perestimate. The average motorist breds beat the Brooklyn College
centage came out to three tenths of one -already is economizing and probably
Kingsrnen by the score of 72 to 50 at the
percent,the tax could be calculated at a
will increase this trend as manufac- Carr Health Building here. Stanford
half percent Anything under that
turers build new carsthat are more fuel
was high for Murray with 19 points;
would go back to
even figure.
efficient.
according to Murray State -Coach
Similarly. 11 itLoan
lout
sre sise-sever_alsrtant,_
1414
- 3141• 1
tenths of a percent,
co go
measures the legislature must TfiFe. _Par
Thee-w
f---WrSkow at the. the next highest full percentage point. Chief among these is revising Ken- Varsity Theatreir was
"Manhattan
If it figured out at seven tenths of a
tucky's workmen's compensation laws. Angel" starring

Ago

percent or below, the tax could drop
back to the half percentage point.
A highway research organization
recently made a study of the•states
roads which revealed that an estimated
6,669 miles of roads are deficient and
need upgrading at an estimated cost of
$24.6 million annually. The study included all paved primOry roads which
account for only one-third of Kentucky's nearly 70,000 miles of public

roads which handle 88 percent of the
state's average daily traffic.
In a separate report released several
weeks ago, a governor's task force has
estimated that $30 million a year will be
needed for the next 10 years to maintain
all state roads adequately.
Road fund collections presently are
running below budget estimates, and
the trend seems to be further reductions as the price of gasoline soars and

conservation measures are being
pushed.
The only way to strike a balance with
a chance to increase revenues is to
Increase the tax on gasoline. A ten
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed

and encouraged. All letters must-be
signed by the.writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The. phone
• number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced wheeever possible
general
topics
and- should be
. • of
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
equent writers
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger 81
Times,Box 32, Murray:Ky. 42071.

Claims have risen in the last few years
from $4 million a year to $114 million last

Gloria Jean.

Today In History

year.

The prime villian in the case is
payment for permanent partial
disability. One industrial spokesman
said recently "every claimant is going
to get something under our present
law."
'
Legislators are now working to limit
the time of payments for partial
disability is the claimant can return to
work at the same or higher wage than
he was making when injured. They will
try to eliminate,the lifetime payments
where feasible.
There
consumer bills and
approval of strip mine and reclamation
regulations or possibly amendments to
present law.
It is going to be an Important session.

Interest rates also will come fn for
some serious discussion.
Murray Ledger & Times
LISPS 30$-700i
W alter ApersoEditk
R Gene Metketcheon
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Christ
rruis Day, New Year, Day and Thanksgtving by
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Murray:Ky 42071 Second Class Prertage Paid at
Murray,Ky 43371,
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By Tial in Callonay County and to Kenton, Hardin. Mayfield, Sedalia and Fa rminitton, Ky . and
Pa,
ns Btx-hanan and Puryear,
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesda-y, Jan. 2, the
second day of 1980. There are 364 days

left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 2, 1929, the United States and
Canada agreed to preserve Niagara
Falls.
On this date:
In 1788, Georgia became the fourth
state to ratify the Constitution.
In 1900, the ."Open Door" policy in
China was announced by Secretary of
State John HayIn 1921, ther-ffrst broadcast of
religious services was made as KDKA
in Pittsburgh carried a local church'
regular Sunday service.
In 1942, Britain, the United Stales,
Soviet Union, China and 22 other ies
pledged not to make separate eace
with Germany.
In 1974, President Richard/ Nixon
signed into law the 55 mile per hour
speed limit.
Ten years ago, Israel said it literally

lifted a Soviet-made radar station in
Egypt and hoisted it- across the Suez
Canal into Israel.
Five years ago, in an apparent
reaction to slow gold sales in America,
gold prices slumped to a 10-month low.
One year ago, it was reported that a
civilian government had been formed
in Iran as the embattled shah tried to
head off the revolution.
Today's Birthday: Opera star Renate
Tebaldi is 58.
Thought For Today: A NIPPY life
must be to a great extent a quiet life, for
It is only in aft atmosphere of quiet that
joy can live - Bertrand Russell
(1672-1970)

el
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SOUTNSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-7 SUNDAY

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

MTN $1010 ADDITIONAL
PURCNASE EXCLUDING
TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

DETERGENT
BIG CHIEF CRUNCHY OR SMOOTH

PEANUT BUTTER

BUSHES SHOWBOAT

PORK & BEANS
TRAIL BLAZER
DOG FOOD RATION OR CHUNK
MINUTE MAID
ORANGE JUICE
al rligiANSLICES

SOUP BONES
IGA SLICED

LUNCH MEAT
OSCAR MAYER 8 OZ.

HAM & CHEESE
REELFOOT 3 LB. BOX ENDS & PIECES

BACON

COUNTRY STYLE PORK
LB

49

LIBBY'S 2 LB. BOX BEEF

$329

PATTIES
FRESHWATER CATFISH

BACKRIBS
PIECE OR SLICED FRESH SIDE

PORK
SMOKED PORK

STEAKS

LB $1 49

CHOPS

$389

ARMOUR CHICKEN FRIED BEEF

BANQUET SUPPERS
BEEF STEW
SALISBURY STEAK
SLICED TURKEY
CHICKEN & NOODLES

REELFOOT 8 LB. PAIL PURE

LARD

DON'T FORGET NEXT TUESDAY

JANUARY 8TK IS
SENIOR CITIZENS DAY

TOMATOES
BROCCOLI
GREEONIONS

EA.

PATTIES

LB.

LB.

949

45c
79C

BUNCO

2/49c

xl.k

rip ‘11 KRA'S
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It takes a clever man to
turn cynic and a wise man
to-be clever enough not to
-- Fannie Hurst.
In today's challenging
game'. n didn't take much
clevernesss to know that it
all would come down to the
club suit The cynic made
the game through cynicism.
the wisevan made. the hand
another way. ,

The cynic ducked the
heart lead in dummy (why
bother to play the king when
the ace is boUnd to be
offside) and ruffed the
heart ace continuation: He
then attacked the trumps
and knocked out West's ace.
West shifted to a diamond to
East's ace and the diamond
return went to declarer's
king. The last trump was
drawn and the diamond jack
was ruffed in dummy. Now.

with three tricks lost, it all
depended on hor declarer
managed the clubs.
Declarer played to
dummy's ace of clubs and
returned a club for a deep
finesse. The club nine won
and a trump was led to
dummy to try another club
finesse. This won and the
cynic had made his touchy
game.
"How did you know the
clubs were bunched? asked

2302 Kentucky Ave., Paducah, Ky.
And
Hwy. 148 South Of Herrin, lit

EAST
•5
11,4Q10864
•A 10
•
Q 1085
SOUTH
•K Q 1074
•3
•K J 8
•K J 93

Vulnerable - East-West
Dealer East The bidding
West

South
2V _ 4*
Pass

lea"' Deuce of

January

Clearance
Sale
SAVE

Our Entire Stock

111211 &We-11day

-

•Sportswear
oDresses
•Coats
•Sleepwear
•Sweaters
'Shirts
L a yciwcw
PEANUTS
I-40W WOULD L(OU LIKE
‘T IF YOU WERE YOUNG
AND 6EAUTIFUL,BUT YOU
DIDN'T 6ET INVITED TO
ANY NEW L1EAK5 PARTIES?

an incredulous but admiring
dummy,
"My suits never break."
was the stoic reply. "Therefore. I had to play for the
• •—
clubs to be 4-1."
The wise man - made his
hand for a more solid
reason. He noted that West
had led the heart deuce and,
since East had not rebid the
suit. East couldn't have a
seven card suit. East had
also shown only one trump
'and had discarded a heart
on the third round of
diamonds
Therefore. East-*Was
marked with four clubs. The
wise man made the same
club play as did the cynic'.
but lie had a much better
reason than "my suits never
break"

Storey's Meats...A Super Bel Air Center
Limit Rights Reserved
„Home Owned L Operated
Way To Save

U.S D

ANSWER: Pass One slam
tr.y-ardas- eneugh and tf ?ierth-is not interested, then slam
should beout of reach

A Choice Boneless

Rump Roast
tdeitealt7
Ground Chuck

Hyde Park 3 Lb Con

Pork Steak

Canned Ha
Leaguers__
Bologna

Loin

Field Pro

USDA Choice

Fresh

Send bridge questions to The ace•
PO Box 12363 Dallas Texas' 52
with sell-addressed stomped eitc:
for repli,

Family Pack

U S 0-A Choice BoneJess
Heel of Round

'

?WINK ABOUT IT! I
kAVE A PRETTY FACE
AND I'M CHARMIN6 BUT
I DIDN'T 6E1 INVITED!

Feld

Whole
Smokhd..-

Pride

HAMSi

PORK
SAUSAGE
MAYBE HE'LL
GIVE ME SOME
MONEY

BEETLE BAILEY
POR SPORTS..
AFTER' THIS...
STAY WITH US.

WEATHER

VINO ARE YOU
GIVING ORDERS
ro,MACIf I'M
A U.S. ARMY
SERGEANT!!

Red or Golden
Delicious

Red-Golden-Jonathan-Winesop

Bag Apples
Coconuts
Pears

COUPON
'

Limit l Per Family •
Diet Imperial

Margarine
Pkg

$1 19

Apples

COUPON
iirett I Per F ore riy

Imperial

Margarine
2-8 or
Jowls $1

Bove
Bar Soap

19
36 oz

Good Only At Storey s
Frio 1 8 80

Good Ooly Atitoret's
Exp. I-8-80

Good Only Al Storey's
Ex. 1-8-80

-COUION
/mit I Pe Fo
Autonsti
Dishwoh

Al
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Reg. $1.19
Home Owned
& Operated

Coming Soon
To Storey's
Food Giant
Super Jackpot7

Store Hours
8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Everyday_

Prices Good
Wed. Jan. 2
Thru
Tues. Jan.8

-

kmft

Nuts

16POL
8 .
Plus
Deposit
(Limit Two)

29 OZ.
SLICED OR
HALVES

Miracle Whip
$99
„sc.
99' Shortening
$1 39 Corn Meal
Sl 79

_

lb

Pork 3 Lb. Con

nned Ham
aguers_
logna

Kraft

109
32 oz

48 oz

12 oz

199

Sunflower

lb

5 Lb.
Bag

R.C. & DIET RITE
COLA

PEACHES

•

SUGAR

Limit One
With $10.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco 8, Dairy Products

YrYli"

shire Boneless

G&H

Wonder
Country Style

BREAD

C

de
Detergent
Ti

Chartrtm Bathroom

Hyde Park (Except French

Ice Cream

94c

Tissue

49 oz

4 roll

Gold Medal

Vanilla)
gal

Flour .

$1 49
I

Kraft

5 lb

99'

Folgers

Orange Juice

Coffee

$139
64 oz.

1 lb

914

•.

Whole
Smoked

IVORY

Food Giant
Whole

APIS

MILK

atotladod)
to 4.16.

Dishwashing Liquid

88
Gal.

Dal

Storey's Super Inflation Fighters

Plate Lunch
Meat-2 Veg -1 Bread

Submarine Sandwich
Pickle & Pimento Loaf

89'
$159

Donuts
French Bread
Brownies

dox

$129
I

We
Accept
U.S.
Gov't
Food
Stamps

12 et.

C
16 In.

Was 84'

Was 98'

AMOS*

_Didniesisor •

Al
$ 1 49

-t 40Qz
. hill hli Libre, s
, lap.

-

Corn
303 Sire

3/9

_

..
aim.

Scot Lad

Saltine
Crackers

89

C

32 oz.

•
• Limit 1 Pèq Family

adifon
Soffflich

• _. '1"1:1
11PON'
•
Limit r Per Family

Was $1.19

1---Frozen & Dairy Specials'
Lasagna)
2 lb

Final Touch

64 oz

660 OBIT At Shrofs
Exp. 1-8-80

12 or

•1129

Imperial

$1 79

----,-$
24
IL:.--=111.•...-

"
2 lb 12

iTotinos

Pizzas

Fabric
Softener

Na-'

Lasagna Dinner

Margarine

1 lb

qtrs

1'
9

Weight Watchers

Good Orly Al Storey s
Exp 1880

1

Sliced Cheese

10 02 sr

69c

Was 84'

Vlasic
Polish
Dills

89C

Was 81.19

12 oz.

Reg. 35'

Vlasic
Kosher Dill
...

Sunshine
Vanilla
Wafers

Scot Lad

Banquet

_ -uuttrun Limit 1 Po,Family

69C

79

50C

Rag. 65'

Puritan
Oil

Buffet Dinners

T

12 07

Rag. 27'

Catsup

Banquet(Except Beef

.. COUION
/mit Ptio.Annily

5/99.

I

Hunt's

loaf

6/$1°9

16.1.

No-Return

$1.34

24.i.

Joy
Dishwashing
Liquid

Faygo
Soft Drinks

Carnation
Hot Cocoa
$1 1W9

THIS WEEK WIN

9c

c

1 16

II/

Was 69'

Sports
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AP Poll Out Tonight

Who's Number One?

Int

tau

national championship and we
By BARRY WILNER
wittir5Tyard punt return.
Nebraska, ranked seventh,
didn't get it."
AP Sports Writer
'•I feel' we're deserving of - had taken a 14-10 margin with
Ohio State Coach Earle
Who's No. 1 in college
the honor of being No. 1," said a 31-yard drive after
football? Let the arguments Bruce also thought abOnt what Tide Coach Bear Bryant after
recovering a John Newhouse
might have been while Alabama
-begin.
completed a perfect fumble.
The
march.
Regardless of who finishes throwing his",support in season for the first time since
culminated in q
uarterback
Southern
Cal's corner.
at the top of The Associated
1966.
Jeff Quinn hitting backup tight
"I thought the winner of this
Press' final poll, which is
One of Bryant's players, All- end Jeff Finn with a 6-yard
game
should • be national America tackle Jim
scheduled to be avounced
Bunch, scoring toss.
tonight, there will be plenty of champion." said Bruce, who was even more definite.
led
the
Buckeyes to an 11-1 "There's a possibility
,ebate about which is the best
"We've been doing it all
we
team. In fact, it appearSto be record in his first season- at could play the Pittsburgh
year." said Herring of his
0S1.1. "Alabama has a great Steelers
a classic case of "deja vu."
and they'd come out Cougar teammates, who tied
JUS-Facln last season's final football team ... but I haven't on top. Otherthanthat, there's with Arkansas for the SWC
poll, Alabama and Southern seen Alabama and I saw .a lot no doubt in my mind
that title and finished 11-1. "We
_California _
inside of Southern. California this we're th'e best team in college were confident on our passing
track to the top. The defending afternoon.
plays and knew if we had to do
footpall."
"Our team was only two
champion Tide, ranked No. 2,
- Arkansas Coach Lou Holtz it,-we could,
-16.11.4
5
eased past Arkansas 24-9 in points away from the national concurred.
°7w
_giimaialielmmomb"Somebody upstairs was
the Sugar Bowl, while the championship."
looking
over
me.
especially
,
"Little did I realize that the
4111111111111111111
Those points might- have best football team
third-ranked Trojans took a
in the and the UH team" added
come
had Bruce-opted-for a countr:. would play an
tougher route to victory on
almost Herring, whose touchdow•n
LITTLE RACERS TO PERFORM — The 20-member Little Racers team, made up of local first
New Year's'Day, edging No.1 7. field goal on a fourth-and-1. -perfeet -game," he said. "I catch came on a pass tipped
through
fourth graders, will perform a ball handling routine during halftime.of the Murray Stateplay_
at
the Southern Cal I don't think Alabama can
Ohio State 17-16 in the Rose
by Nebraska cornerback Ric
play
Missouri St. Louis game Thursday. Left to right are team member's Scott Adams, James Hornbeginning the second quarter. any better than they did
Bowl.
Lundquist.
"The
ball
sailed
today.
buckle, Jr., and Eric Grogan. General admission tickets for the game will be on sale at a special
In the other major bowl Instead, he called for ... I don't think there is under one of their arms ... hit
discounted rate from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday in the' ticket office, Room 211, Roy Stewart
games Tuesday, Houston Schlichter to run an option and anybody in the country who my hand. bobbled up. I caught
Stagitun.
ralliectto beatNebraska 17-14 the quarterback was stopped can beat Alabama." •
it coming down."
sun ph.,,„ Iii Gra.. 51,4 ul/ h..41
in the. Cotton Bowl and short of the goal line.
The Tide clinched the
Oklahoma
quarterba
ck
J.C.
"If I had to do it over contest
Oklahoma stopped Florida
with a 98-yard, nine- Watts rambled 61 yards for a
again," said Bruce, "I'd sure play
State 24-7 in the Orange Bowl.
TD drive in the final touchdown and Bud Hebert
"We deserve consideration go for that field goal. quarter for Bryant's 205th win stole
three passes as the Big
to-be No. 1 in the nation." Sometimes you go for too at Alabama - he has 296 Eight
champs, ranked fifth,
The Little Racers, a group
Racers, according to Haak, is strong, Mark
noted Southern Cal Coach many field goals and not overall - 'tying him with snapped
Whittaker..Scott Dunlap. David Potts and Chris
the No.4 Seminoles' of first through fourth
enpagh
touchdow
graders to introduce pall handling, Foster, Chris
ns. .You Woody Haye for most _
-John Robinson,'-whose team
vic7 15-game winning streak.
Hays, Jim Bynum. -local- elementary schools. dribblingand other techniques Hornbuckl
drove 83 yards to the winning always make decisions you tories at one major college.
e, Greg I assiter
"J.C. had a good game." will make
regret:
hindsight
their
to
first
the
is .190 perapchildren at an early age. Jamie Shields,
touchdown, -which Heisman
Mascrits-lar-the-grodp are Eighth-ranked
Houston said All-America running
Trophy winner Charles White cent."
Also, Justin Crouse, Brian preschoolers Ashley Haak and
avoided another last-second back Billy Sims, who rushed pearance of the season at The group is non-competitive.
halftime of the Murray StateAlabama, 12-0, easily disappointment . in the Cotton
The 20 members of the Rudolph, Janie
Chip Greene. Assisting Haak
scored by diving into the..end
for -164 yards. "Every place I Missouri
Armstrong,
St. Louis basketball
up will be featured in a Chris Dill, Beniy
in coaching.are Harold Bynum
zone from the 1 with 1:54 left. handled Arkansas, the co- Bowl when ferry Elston hit went
Kelley, Jay
they had three guys on game Thursday
night*''' ''
and 0713 hir r
dribbling and-ball handling Newton, Michael RiTiF43,
White set two Rose Bowl champion of the Southwest Eric Herring on a 6-yard, me
-Brent
andthat took the-pressure
'We
•
are hopeful the-young routine --during Thursday's
records with 247 yards rushing Conference. %Inch finished 10- fourthdown. T.D pass with 12 off
everybody else."
bo,s in this group will be
2, to win its third straight seconds to play..The Cougars
halftime. Haak said apand 39 carries.
In bowl games played
future , MSU
Racers," proximately 8 to 10 per. "I hope we're No. 1," added Sugar Bowl and 21st con- lost 35-34 at. the final gun to Monday,
Baylor beat Clemson assistant
Murray State formances will be scheduled
White, who did his best to get secutive game. Major Ogilvie Notre Dame in the Cotton 24-18 in
The tickets, which will
General
admission
the Peach and Purdue ba.:ketball
_ coach 1:Charlie throuhout the area with the 'tickets for l'hursday's
the 11-0-1 Trojans there. "I'll scored on runs of I and 22 Bowl last year after leading defeated
•ost $1 for students and $2
Tennessee 27-22 in Haak said.
yards and set up a field goal 34-12.
_next performance set for
ir adults, will be on sale
just have to wait and see."
basketball - game between
the Bluebonnet.
Haak said the program Friday. Jan. 11 during halfrein 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
The Buckeyes got a Rose
the Murray State Racers
began in October of 1979 with time of the Lowes-Calloway
Room 211 of the stadium.
Bowl record three field goals
and Missouri-St. Louis, will
alaipst 100 boys in grades 1-4 High game at Lowes.
be on sale at a reduced rate
:tram Vlade-Janakievski and-a
The full price will be
trying out for Th00 spots on
I'Vrembers oT-the learn are
charged for tie kt ts scald at
67-yard scoring pass play
at the Ticket- office in Roy'
the team.
Eric Grogan. Scott Adams, Stewart Stadium Thurfrom
the door the night of the
quarterback
Art
The purpose of the Little
Harve Newton, Tim Armgame
Schlichter to Gary Williams to
sday•
- build a 16-10 lead. Southern
Cal had gotten its points on a
41-yard field goal by Eric Hipp
By TOM CANA VAN
victory oyer Cincinnati in the tighter."
and a 53-yard pass play from
Associated Press Writer
championship of the Iron
The only thing that seems to
Paul McDonald to Kevin
If you think life at the top is Duke'Classic last Saturday. It come easy to Duke these Jays
Williams. -easy, you haven't talked to was Duke'sthird overtime win is being named No.1 in The
"I can't vote, but USC Duke's Bill Foster or Ken- this
season,including one over Associated Press cAege
played_ a great gaine and tucky's Joe Hall. - second-ranked Kentucky. and- basketball poll. The Blue
deserves to be No.1," said
"I can't believe the number another over Boston College.
Devils were tabbed No.I on 44
Schlichter, a sophomore who of situations we've been in this
"Nothing comes easy these of 57 firstplace votes and
-----connected on 11 of 21 passes -season," Foster said after
days. Foster added;-"'College eceived- 1,125 points-out.a4aa.
for 297 yards. "It's a big let- vi:atehing his top-ranked Blue basketball
is getting closer possible 1,140 points in
-— Cosh F51571
down. We had a shot at the Devils post an 87-75 overtime
In The Uncle Jeff Shopping center
and closer ... tighter and balloting by a nationwide
Accepted -Sorry No Checks
panel of sports writers and
braodcasters Tuesday.
Armour

San A
Hot
Detro

Miter
Kan
Deny
that,
'Seattl
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P
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Little Racers To Perform At Half

Game Tickets At Reduced Rate

Duke And Kentucky Remain 12
In AP College Basketball Poll

Shop The No Frills Way And Compare! See Why We Can
Say We Have The Lowest Prices In Town

Discount
Foods

ar

INTRODUCING

SPIV
DEN FRESH

Sallad
GAR

Now Wendy's has all of
your salad favorites
served crisp cold and
delicious Plus sax
delectable dressinQ-

OLD

rasp* rola LID

1111 Chestnut
-- Murray

Kentucky also had no
problem in maintaining/ as
No.2- ranking. The Wildcats
collected 10 first-place votes
and 1,083 points. But the
Wildcats had more than their
share of woes last week.
First, starting forward
Dwight Anderson quit the
tearri for personal reasons
Then Hall, knowing that Notr,
Dame - ranked third last
week - was coming to town.
suspended starting center
Sam Bowie and reserve guar:
Dirk Minniefield for unspecified training ruleviolations.
Remarkably. Kentuck
defeated the Irish 86-80.
"I think discipline is more
-.important than athletl,
ability, more important than
anything else," Hall said. -It
hurt to have those-two players
oritTOr a game like this. but 1
had to do it.
_ A pair of unbeaten teams
DePaul and Louisiana State
both moved up a notch, takini,
over the Nos.3 and 4 positionThe Blue Demons got the falai
three first-place votes and 960
points while the Tiger,
collected 921 points.
Once-beaten Ohio State
moved up two pegs and took
over--the No.5 position with 840
- 16 more than North
Carolina, which held onto the
No.6 position. Then came
Notre Dame with 742 points
Purdue. 694.. and Syracuse
' 871, remained in the eighth
and ninth positions whil,•
unbeaten Iowa, which got 614
points, replaced Indiana a,
the final member of the Top
10.
Preseason favorite Indiana
which fell out the Tap 1tr-1or
the first time this season.
headed the Second 10
Missouri was MK:followed by
Virginia: 'Oregon - State;
Louisvills: UCLA; St.John's:
Georgetown, D.C.; Brigham
Young and Illinois, the first
new member of the Top 20 in
the past three weeki, •

CHARMIN

4 Roll Pkg.

CHILI

93c 53c
15'7 Oz.

Chocolate Flavor Chip
Flaked Coconut

40;

Cake Mix

/8 5 ot

Flour

'is

Hershey Cocoa

So.

Teo Bags

85°
$1"
59.
79.
9179
99.

l00,

Bush's
Showboat
Pork & Beans

With Beans

,

Coco Mix
Instant Milk

g,

39.
67`
69c
17k,, 23°

Evaporated Milk

3 5 o.

Apple Juice

37-2

Lemon Juice
Kozy Kitten

141
/
2 Oz.

RC Colo •

2 low

Taco Shells

100

Catsup

120.

Salad Dretsing

32o,

Mayonnais

79.
79°
49°
75°
79°
5119

32oz

CORN
SWEET PEAS
MIXED VEGETABLES
CUT GREEN
BEANS
303 S'

29c

18 or

Saltines

16 ol

Gelatin
Pudding

si
, 49°
49°
, 19°
19

Pineapple

89°
55°

3n1 16c

All f/ovoes

All ilf,0,11

.1 05

Tuna choni.t 9h.

6

Grape Jelly

ot

21c
69c

ll
lit,

CHILI BEANS
K1ONEY1IANS 017
RED BEANS
BUTTER BEANS
NAVY BEANS
NORTHERN BEANS' 311. sirs

L

I'

1
Raisin

PURITAN
Vegetable Oil
16 Oz.

63c

Peanut Butter

Il

19.

Peach Slices--

5 Or.

14 5 or

ri
R.

ni

Cherry Pie
Filling.
Fruit Cocktail

33. SAUSAGE

Asparagus Cuts

N

4/9

Huskies
Dog Food

Kelly's Vienna

LIMA
BEANS 15 Oz.
KRAUT 16 Oz.
SPINACH 14 Oz.
CARROTS 16 Oz,
TOMATO SAUCE 15 Oz.

T
re
th

Automatic Dish.
Detergent
Liquid Laundry
Detergent
Foil

1 29
•
91 39
64o:

18,26437 5 ft

Paper Plates
Preserves
Macaroni 8
Cheese

CHEERIOS is Or.
WHEATIES is oz.
TOTAL 12 Or.
TRIX 12 Or.
COCOA PUFFS 12 Or.
COUNT CHOCULA 12 Oz,
FRAKEN BERRY 1 2 Oz.

1250:

75.
89°
79°
19c
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Pro Cage
Standings

Pro Hockey
Standings
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I knew the media would take it
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of
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Tuesday's Games
New York in, San Antonio 120
Portland 126, Washington 99
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Moe= •t San Antonio, n
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Detroit at Denver, n
Portland at Golden Slate, n
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New Jersey at Atlanta n
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Alabama Sweating Out Final AP
Poll Following Sugar Bowl Win
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Sooners Win Orange Bowl
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Kentucky College Basketball
"Resumes With 3 Games Tonight
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LA Looking Forward To Rematch
With Bucs In Sunday's Playoff

White Leads USC To
Last-Gasp Win In Rose

r-Trery -?ecrrasTy

impressive- -parade-

Missouri-St. Louis
Coach To Discuss
Game At Meeting

Copier on
the blink?

Knicks Play Two Superb
Quarters To Beat Spurs

Two More Teams
To'Be Picked
For LIT Tourney

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247-5912
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•
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• **STEAK SALE**
•
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY mom
•
•
• CHICKEN FRIED STEAK
•
• PLA
•
TTER
•

•
•
•
•
•

$2.49

Reg.$3.28
Includes:
• An You Can Eat SOUP'n SALAD BAR
(ho ken Tied Steak with Country (.ravy

•

Baked Potato or Fiera h ries

• A thic k slab of Sto4 kade Toast

The Bullets hIlW a 1 po n
quarter lead and were
outscored by Portland 40-17 in
third

the final period as the Blazers
Snapped a three-game losing
Antonio's high-scoring back- streak.
court of James Silas and '
,Forwards Maurice Lucas
George Gervin, who had 34 and Abdul Jeelanj led the,

ILII,11114,1M

'án433 points, respectively.

Portland surge. Lucas scored
other NBA game 16 of his game-high 30 points in
Tuesday night, the Portland the fourth quarter and Jeelani
Trail glazers defeated the came off the bench to score 12
In

Washington Bullets 109-99.
of hi§ 14 points in the final
_ For years the Spurs have period.

FAR'LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
MASON CAKISIE, Meow. leckl• Weatierford, Resenvisse
lsi
Outside Saes Certsolferrs: Mew S. Metsr, Merforkt M. Ms*
711 Nein St., Merray
7534060(WO
OPEN 1 AM TO S PM MON. THIN FRI.

The Racer Club will hold 4c7 regulor_scheduled meetirrg
Thurs., Jan. 3 from 12 00 p.m.-1:60 p.m. at The
Colonial Ho-use Smorgasbord.

Regular Luncheon For
All Racer Club Members CGuesta

We Write Ak Tickets For Al Airless While Toe Wait

MUM
Our quality

rookie center
Cartwright for team
scoring honors with 27 points.
Forward Toby Knight chipped
in 21 points to offset San
Bill

Attention
Racer Club f‘,
Members

keep you main'MO.
Bel-Air Center

NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES,
W.New The Same Credit Cords
The Aklines Del Such As...
NOTEWCRUISEMEWEALCARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE

Coach Ron
wiYrvtw
season to.dote and
discuss Thursday night's contest with Missouri-St.

LoOls

.

•• •
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EVERYDAY IN EVERYWAY.••
:4iiIi

(
0)

kirms

j
(

U.S.Gov't Graded Choice Beef •

'6•
•,
P.•

U.S.D.A. Grade "A"
Holly Farms Mixed Parts of

ROUND
STEAK

sllfr
--771ree AL--

FRYING
CHICKEN

Bone In

4%011-Cut178
Family
pack

ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY

sed .'ens s reowred ro •trod
a rajable.f Or sole ,n 000'
ept as spec -E,sals•
d•rs ot If we do-Pon
Out o' a,, odver
)tier yOu your cho,ce Of 3
tompo.able item *Nen
ovallable
sar,ngs Or 0 Ranched. ...h.ch
ens,fte you to purchase t-d,erl,sed pr,ce wsh—

'e

00..

OST-CUTTER

WORTH
10c OFF
omt KROGER SLICED
LUNCHMEATS
.oupoL tp.res

lb.
lb.

'
4441114•1
N
WORTH.
HEN
I 52.00 OFF I BONELESS
1
U.S. Gov't. Graded Beef Choice

the purchase of

I

•
i
Cait
• WHOLE HAM •
with this coupon
Expires Jon. Eity)

COUPON

COUPON

Gov't. Graded Choice Beef

89

$189

oak

Turkey Hindquarters

Serve & Save
TURKEY

SLICED
LUNCH MEAT

/

DRUMSTICKS

49c7— 949

lb.

/

Rs.

lb
r.
.
#.
n

Nids•ry

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice Beef

Good Anytime,

SMOKED
PICNICS

RUMP
ROAST
168

Bane-in
lb.

CUBE
STEAK
$268

Family
ow
.

_•• Olt
si

PORK
ROAST

A

BRF
IST
KET

jori

-

TURKEYS

lb.

Fresh Picnic
ic

um Suckle

lb.

lb.

ERVE & SAVP44
WEINERS

79

12-01.89

pkg.

FIOL LT FARMS RIAU PAR

Fryer Thighs

lb

CENTER CUT

Smoked Pork Chops

FR1311 ITALIAN

79c

Sausage
FRESH
FISH
DEPARTMENT

lb

cowers (SUS

California Seedless

Wafer-Sliced Meats

3" 59c
pig

U 1 GOVT WADED 0401(11W
SOW IN

Cubed Round Steak

lb.

•Ents165 comem, Ibms p..d we* Iv.
m swolo• cewtssisrMs
•Illosholl *web to leogor hos
nibble Emil Cost fishes-me
wAcsisrotsly 1•11.111ed species •Op•us
doted Ii, wowed
Irosiswess A •0.10blw
1..da, 4 ul,.

S198

GENUINE

Fresh

Ground Round

I

i98.

lIlt 11. HYDRATED SOYA PROTEIN NIX

Kroger's Pro

99c
lb '1 79
lb

CURED

Pork Cutlets

Pond Raised

Fresh Omen

GULF - PERCH
OYSTERS FILLETS
12 or $449
ler
A

$
LB

99
•

i
f

..
.
A
Bakery,

MEATY TENDER PORI

Spare Ribs

lb

Beef Liver

lb

Baking Hens

lb

JUST NEAT& SERVE

Fox Deluxe Pizza

pkq

50!TOD /150

6 pcs. chIckwn,
I lb. potato satod
or cols. slow,
/ lb. baked blions,
6 clInn•r rolls

33%
kmcior
Iif

vs
.

i/PPIR-SIVN

JUICY
TANGERINES
sAGOF 15

Fresh

GLAZED
DONUTS

$

69

doz.

Hoyle
In -Store Baked

‘6

POKER
CARDS

I

EASTERN FANCY RED
IN 51011 5A1E0

Wheat Bread
smAckFavo.,1
Kahn's Bologna

199

CUSTOM SOCID

PINK
I GRAPEFRUIT
,T,
ia. $•
1
"

Flat Corned Beef L, $379
GREAT WITH WINf
5111
All-Beef Sausage,, $349,
um« S SUM
$199
Liver Cheese
mmui,
$329,
Big Eye Swiss

mrtti
FILLER
PAPER

NOT, CARRY OUT

BAGOf 10

99'

PLATE
LUNCHES
ONE
MEAT 2 VEGS
5110 A IOU

200 cf.

$179
ONLY

•

39

929
919
919

f515)4 11011W

EYE-SAVER
LIGHT BULB

• ivr

BARN OC

Yellow Squash

lb

Westinghouse 3-Way

GOLDEN
4%—t
,,,e
--/
FRIED CHICKEN
INCLUDES:1
FLORIDA FRESH

FAMSET PAK

Pork Steak

rT

r -

SWEET
POTATOES

lb.

HOME & FAMILY

ro er

SOUTHERN FAVORITE

Catfish Steaks

19

SLIM

FRESH
CATFISH
99
LB

$1

FRESHWATER IMPORTED(KOHN

69c
89c
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KROGER U.S.D.A. GRADE A

so LARGE
i EGGS
.
purci6ie.
. coupon

ih

excluding items prohibited by law. and in addition to the
and slo
with this
cost of coupon merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes Limit one. Expires January 8th

CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

0
-

T
ry
r
4
44°
4. 4

Kroger 200 lowfat

Pure Vegetable

*CHEF-WAY
SHORTENING

FRESH
MILK
1189

4
/

179
plastic
gallon

ASSORTED FROZEN (ALL EXCEPT VEAL)

KROGER VILLAGE BAKERY
WHITE

ORANGE

2

BREAD

2001.
LOAVES

KROGER

$129
HALF

JUICE

ASSORTED FROZEN

COTTAGE

$100

SNACK CAKES

•
at.
/
Lk
/4 •:"
ap

Colorful
CORONET
TISSUE

4kli.!:
°1

Woot47,

4Pock
-roll

er0

Banquet FFRIErozen

KROGER
BISCUITS

CHICKEN

3-0Z
CARS

89c

10,,c0Azt44/88c •

HEALTH & BEAUTY

FROZEN FOODS

DAIRY DEPT.

I" -

4

0219
(
4414,6NtA

8-oz.cans

BAKERY

SOUP

c

6-pok.f 89

89

TOMATO

BOIL
'
N BAGS....

Homestyle or Buttermilk

,4

v.set
,

12 01
TUBS

111

MEAT

3$109

BANQUET

$
119

2CHES

it.FoR •

$149

EASY DINNERS..

GALLON

KROGER
GRIFFIN

Sb441111/1447

POTTED

REGULAR OR PLUS

2
3

Sesame Buns

-

KROGER

Brown& Serve Rolls

919
PKGS.

ROYAL VIKING
14 OZ
PKG

Pecan Tea Ring
KROGER

2

Diet Bran Bread

Znc
crw 07

Chilled Orange Juice

10 OZ
PKG

Rat Trap Cheese

Frozen Five Alive

Broccoli Spears

TUB 69C

Orange Danish Rolls

KROGER

PKG. 69c

Biscuits

2 1:41: 5129

couvrot OVEN

Flavored Pound Cakes

KROGER FROZEN

3

FPIG
Yubi Yogurt-

0,

n9c

16 01 3$
CAN FOR

Pinto Beans
ET CLINGS

Glad Wrap

$ 1 09

200 FT
*Ott

NOW
29c

WHOLE KERNI1 OR CREAM STYLI
16 01
CAN

Stokely Corn
LIVER I. CHICKEN DRY

9-lives Cot Food

4.(B
BAG

99'
41'
'2 19

Crunch in Munch

sox

69'

BUSH S BEST

Chili Hot Beans

16 02
CAN

F3
01 1

WIZARD RUG & ROOM

Deodorizer

N

969
99c
39
57c
61c

16.02.

79
`

S 1 79
171/2-0ZcAN

ASSORTED FLAVORS

$1051 Soup Starter

NOW

$ 1 09

az
PNG

37'

Pot Pies

97c

KROGER FROZEN

TOMATO
JUICE

39c
S 1 99

Cauliflower

1141..
PIG.

59'

LIBBY S

4

17

Chunky Peaches .
RAINS° WHOLE

Sweet Pickles
DIXIE 9

67c
31c

74*

JAR -95

INCH ORIGINAL

Dinner Plates

8 CT
PEG

81'

75
`

61 4

59c

ITSCM's

Grape Jelly
WAS

0.02
JAR

31

$109

Hi-Dri Towels

ES SO FT
ROLL

4-oz.
btl.

5'.
c
tube 79

ihimmowimmimummor

i;
D
Ari
a

OH MONTI

Cut Green Beans

16 02
JAI S

200 CT
BOY

Facial Tissues

NOW

59'

SSc

79'

76`

BUSH'S BEST

-

V

goz
CAN 31'

66c

KIDNEY
BEANS
NOW

4 $100
Fos •

p

GREEN GIANT
1201.
CAN

49' 2/88

MARGARINE
I LB
PKG

73c

Lysol Spray

12-02
-0A:
17C

Marmalade
ARMOUR STAR'

Beef Stew

'

JAR

-43'I

39c

31c

I 95

754

24-02. 5 1 45
r
CAN

.y
ViennaTEDSausage
IS oz
con

17 02 -$29,
CAN

Nestle Quik
HUNT S WHOLE

ARMOUR SMOKED

Vienna Sausage sc°AiN

81 2-01.

CHOCOLATE FLAVORED

QUARTERS

WAS

43

k 94

4

WAS

SMUCKER'S ORANGE
1 2 02
CAN

SWIFT

Niblets Corn

WAS

DISINFECTANT

HUNTS

Tomato Poste

CARROTS

KLEENEX

NOW

RAINBO

Sweet Dill Sticks

a
s g
BEETS

TOOTHPASTE

JUMBO ROLL

FRANKLIN POPCORNINACK
602

OLAY

$259

NOW

WAS

-moadassointo s oz

Cron-Grape Juice".°T1

COLGATE

You'll find the cost-cutter symb Is on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our
store. Plus, each week you'll 'fi --c.ost-cutter weekly ad specials for extra savings on
grocery items, dairy, frozen foods healt
d beauty aids, meats, and produce.
RUSH S BEST

0K1461 SPRAT

16 01.
CD4

Egg Substitute

TUBS lip

WAS

WAS

OIL OF

COST--CUTTIERS.

TOMATO
SAUCE
UR. rt

2001.
PEG

Totino's Classic Pizza

12 02':CANS3/

ASSORTED LAVORS OE

19-01. $139

With MFP Fluoride

ASSORTED STYLES

KROGER TEXAS STYLE

Country Style Rolls

,441. 89C

Glazed Donuts

13-0Z.

Beauty Lotion
2 vot: 5109

EVERFfill FROZEN

KROGER REFRIGERATED

153
1201.BTL.

LIQUID

KROGER FROZEN
7V2

Pimento Spread

tati si 19

MAALOX

Wed/

2PIG.97c

Ore Ida Tater Tots

5129

KROGER JALAPSNO 00

5 129

sk cc

1202.CAN

FROZEN

KROGER

1 29

11-0Z.
PIM

SNOW CROP JUICE TREAT..

MINUTE MAID

Planters Peanuts'Z

61'

Peeled Tomatoes CAN
THICK RICH

Hunt's Ketchup

24 oz
11T1

SMUCKER S STRAWBERRY

NOW

•'2"

851
891

83c
85c

.951

89c

Preserves

12 07
311

Pine-Sol

SOL "98'
NISI I

$159

NOW

993
73c
941
59c

5225

WW1CUT Olt MINCH STYLI

GREEN
BEANS
NOW

.sza

.•
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Store
In
hikes
1980,s
For
First Baby

FIRST BABY OF 1980 — The year's first baby in Murray arrived at 12:44 p.m:
Tuesday at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The baby, Kimberly Gail Billington, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Billington, Route 5, Murray. The
girl was seven pounds and 19 inches at birth.

A Baby Book
For Mrr Mis&4980

ALLISON'S

Carter Studio

For Mr. or Miss 1980

SECURITY FEDERAL
Savings 8-Loarr Association
Murray Branch
1300 Johnson Blvd.
759-1234

.

304 Main Street

_$20 Savings Account

-Br"

For Mr. or-Miss 19K-

To Mr or Miis 1980

Cards &
Gifts

Court Sq.

Downtown

First Pair of 8trideRiti Shoes

Free 840
,Color Photo

- 1 Case Baby Formula
To Mr. or Miss 1980

Clinic Pharmacy

1 Case of Baby Food

Ten Silver Dollars

To Mr. or Miss 1980

For Mr. or Miss 1980

D&T Warehouse
Foods

PEOPLES'
o/BANK

South 4th
LENDER

5th .3 Walnut

753-8302

-

Murray, Ky.

Southmide Shopping(enter

MURRAY

Across From, Murray Ikno-lo

KY.

M....,..FDIC
..•=1Mmr-

Silver Plated Cup
43,,c1

Gift Certificate

90 Savings Account

for

For Mr. or Miss 1980

Educator Spoon & Fork
for the First Baby of 1980
Compliments of

Miss or Mr. 1980
Children's Fashions

Lindsey's Jewelry
1st Pair of Baby Shoes
For Mr. or Miss 1980

SAW

Qea
dde
r
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Hours: 9-6 Mon.-Sat., Fri. 9-4

A Savings Account
Now Open
For Mr. or Miss 1980
at

Shoe Store

To The Parents of
Mr. or Miss 1980

Bank of Murray

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS ANI)LOAN ASSOCIATION
-1201 Main 759-1630

2 Catfish Dinners
fof. The Parents of
Mr. or Miss 1980

Captain D's

miss
want

To Miss or Mr. 1980

One Case

Gerber Strained
Baby Food

12Ih P. Olive — 711-91111

Nmems,

A Baby Sleeper

Dinner For 2

For Mr. or Miss 1980

To The Parents
Of Mr. or Miss 1980

12th & Chestnut 751-1314
(fun? Square
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Prices Good Thursd4y, Jan. 3
thru Wed. Jan. 9

Crisco

Carnation
Evaporated

Pure Vegetabl3

Milk

r
virnaiion

Tall Can

hoice!„

Parkay Yellow Quarters

3 Lb. Can

,Margarine
1 lb. 2
With

59c
For

$10.00 Order or More

'

OR
Lux
Liquid

W‘IllOrq1Pr Lynn Grove Grade "A" Medium

For Dishes
220z.
With $10.00 Order or More

OR

Both With $20.00
Order Or More

Gal.

New Size
Non-Dairy
Coffeemate
Crisco

Creamer
Bush Cut 303 Size

Oil
Pure Vegetable
38 oz.

Green
Beans

Kraft

Grape
Jelly
3 Lb. Jar

$
169

Green
Giant

Sweet Peas

cans

$1 39

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

U.S.D.A. Choice

Boneless

Shoulder,or Round Bone

Chuck Roast
$1 39

Sealtest
Light and Lively

Lean Boneless

U.S.D.A. Choice

Roast

$149

Stew Beef
si 49
lb

2 Liter

Shasta

Kraft

Diet Velreeta
Drinks Cheese
$100 1 lb.$149
1

12 Oz. Can

Worthmore

For

1 2 oz. pkg.

Wisk
Laundry

Detergent
$ 39
12 oz. pkg.

32 oz.

Lower Overhead
Means Lower Prices
We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
.

"If

You Matc I r

Pual

y... 'ou ant eat e ur 'rice
Home Owned
and Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

X1,1 14

I HE Ml KR -1 't

1/1.k 11 &

J..inu,irN

2, PdSti

Deaths & Funerals

I
Leland Chrisman
Dies Today With
Funeral Friday

Services Held For
Mrs. S. A. Shankle

Biggest Advance In One
Day Trading Sends Gold
Price To $562 Per Ounce

I

Mrs. Bell Page Is
Dead At Age Of 83;
Rites On Thursday

By JEFF BRADLEY
Funeral services for Mrs.
'there's no limit in sight,"
Associated Press Writer
Sarah Annie Shantle- were
.said one London dealer as gold
Page
Bell
Mrs.
of
Puryear,
LONDON (AP) - Gold
held Tuesday at
p.m. at
hit $562 at noon. Monday gold
Twin.. died Tuesday at the
soared to $562 an ounce by closed
I.eDon Chapel' of the
here at $52450.
General
County
Henry
.
,
noon
today in the biggest
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris.
Silver
rose'to a record $40
Hospital. Paris, Tenn.
advance ever seen me single from 42
Tenn.-, with the -Rev. Pau
at Monday's close.
deceased
The
wai;
years
811
day's
trading.
Veazey and the Rey. Randy
Coppef, ;in, lead and zinc
of age and the widow of
Gold was up $37.50 an ounce fdilees
Phillips officiating.
also-climbed sharply.
and Silver jumped $8.
.Grandsons served as Freeman Page.
very, very difficult to
Mrs. Page is survived by
Bullion dealers in Europe
pallbearers and burial was in
see--anything turning this
daughters.
Mrs.
two
Gaylon
were
unwilling to predict
the Walker Cemetery.
market now - there's a
where the price bonanza
Mrs. Shankle, 74, Route 1, Valentine and Mrs. Thomas
distinct
lack of sellers," said a
Brannon. Puryear, Tenn.;
"would halt.
Cottage Grove, Tenn., died
DECA OFFICERS -Officers for the 1979-80 school year for the Murray Area Vocational
dealer at Sharp Pixley Ltd. In
stepson,
Alvin
Page,
,Faris;
- - Education
The buying fever r was atSunday night at the Henry
Center VICA (Vocational Industrial Clubs of America) are morning
London.
session, ,
tribUted by dealers to the
County General Hospital, Tenn: three sisters-Mrs.
above, left to right, David Thorn, president; Mike Duncan, vice president, Larry
"The problems in the Far
Darnell,
• Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
Paris, Tenn. She was the
secretary; Ronnie Wilson, treasurer; Ricky Miller,reporter; and Ritchie
are making everybody
East
Steen. parliamenand the gantinuing Iranian
widow of George.R. Shankle Tenn., and Mrs. Fannie
tarian. Afternoon session officers below are, left,to right, Tim Feltner, president;
go for precious metals. Silver
Tommy
McDaniel
and
Mrs.
Mentie
crisis, making -the world
and a member of the Cottage
Thornton; vice president; Jimmy Edwards,.secretary; Mike Dillon,
has-nEarly doubled in the last
treasurer; awry
Page, -Paris, Tenn.: two
appear less safe than it has for
Grove Baptist Church.
Oliver. reporter; and Tony BO den. parliamentarian.
month," hesaid. •. -•
brothers,
-Charlie
Owen,
yeacsShe -*is,. survived by one
The biggest buyers of gold
daughter. Mrs. gill Mar- Mt-Kenzie.,Tenn., and Wylie
bullion _during the 1979 boom
Owen.
Como.
Tenn.
jorie ) Veazey, Cottage Grove,
were Mideast oil pr-odueers.
Tenn.; two sons. Leon " the funeral-is scheduled at 2
To put today's gOldadvance
Shankle, Buchanan,. Tenn., p.m. Thursday at the LeDim
in perspective, it wasrecalled
Chapel
of the Ridgeway
and george W'Shankle. Route
that the nfetal sold for just $35
2, Paris,. Ten.: eight _grand, MorticTans.'Paris:Tenn., with
an ounce for-sonse 30 years
The.
Murray
Civitan
Club
burial
tele1
10w in the Puryear children: nine great grandbefore-t978--------will hold its first 1980 meeting
City Cemetery.
children.
When-President Nixon took
Thursday,
on
Jan,
7
3,
p.m.
.at
n'----Born 'April 16. 1905, she was,
the
United States off the gold
at the Seven Seas Restaurant.
the daughter of the late Isaac
standard in 1971, the price
Circuit
Judge
James
M.
Newton and Mau Emily
Lassiter will be the speaker began a climb that saw-it
Prices f tocks of local interest at
Adkinson Newton. One son, noon.
break through the $200 barrier
EST. today . furmsheitdo the Murfor the. subject, 'The Citizen
Coyle Shankle, was killed in ray. Ledger & Tunes' by First of
in
the summer of 1978, $300 a
and
The
Law."
action on May 11, 1945, while Michigan Corp. of Murray , are as
year after that. $400 last Sept.
follows
•
The
local
Civitan
group
Mrs. Nola Inman died serving with the Army.
welcomes any persons in- 28 and $500 last week.
-5 12
Industrial Average .
Monday at 11:05 p.m. at the
•
terested irithis subject to feel • The price more than
Murray-Calloway. County
36aa unc
Au'Products
doubled in 1979, gaining
free
to attend this meeting.
American Motors-----------',um.
Hospital. She was 75 years of
$298.125
in London.
Ashland
40 'Le
age And the widow of David
52% American Telephone
- The dollar, meanwhile,
MUMMY
MASKS
3B 3".A
Bonanza
Inman.
ANNARBOR, Mich. API opened mixed in Europe.'
Chrysler ., ...
The deceased, a resident of
32 uric
Ford Motor
Mummy masks bore little
10 Laic
G A.F
2202 Main-Street, Benton, was
resemblance to their ancient
General Care .
15% -".
a member of, the . Dexter59'4 -14
Mrs. Garrett ( Floy Peters) General DN na:dies
Egyptian owners ,but helped
491 -'t
General ,101,..,TS
Hardin United MetUdist Andrews
Federal-State Market News Service
of South Side Manor Generatnre
the deceased.--gain 'special January
- 2114
3,1199
Chifrch. She had worked as a Apartnients
recognition, says a University- Kentuaiy Pun -base Area Holt Market
: Murray, died
Hardee,
13 - 'a
cook in many restaurants Monday at 5:10
Report
Includes
.5 Buying Stations
of-Michigan art professor.
p.m. at the Hesib,.ein
' 29'
INTERNATIONAL
States mobilized a diplomatic Waldheim began
Receipts. Fri. & Mom Act lISO Est 750
including the Village Ilin at Murray-Calloway
talks
with"
63%
IBM
-1
Margaret
Barrows
curator
Root,
Cool
&
Gilts 73 lower S',.,ws steady t,,
County
KARACHI, Pakistan (AP) offensive in response,to the
. 19'.13 20%A
the Kentucky -Darn ,State Hospital.
Iranian Foreign Minister of an exhibition of
higher
- 1
the burial $1.00
- The Soviet invasion force in Russian intervention in the
•
23'. E Mart
US
1-2
200-230
037.00-37 25
Sadegh
hotbadeh today but artifacts at' the -university's US 2 200-240 lbslbs. .
110.tint: Afghanistan
e iras-79 years tit-age and
53675-37.0>
was reported CentralAsion-eounter---..
. 28% Unt
Quaker Oats
was the daughter of the late -was a
with
-.waren ..133-mwd.S irpisey Museum, says the 11s2.3340..25011*
13.5 73-36.75
_ineMber of _the' First Texaco
today to havelaunched= all........
-'2
US
2-4
200-260
lb..
Johnny Morris—and lionia Baptist Church,
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Word has been received of
the death of Leland Chrisman,
formerly of Calloway County,
who died today at Dearborn.
Mich.,where he resided.
Mr. Chrisman, 78, was the
son of the late Nollie Chrisman
and Mary Elizabeth ( Betty)
Housden
Chriiinan ._ of
Calloway County. .
Survivors include his wife..
Mrs.
McCuan
Violet
Chrisman, and one son,
Kenneth Gene Chrisman,
Dearborn,_ Mich.; one sister,
Mrs. Etha Bailey, Murray
Route 3two brothers, Euin
ChrismarT, Paris, Tenn., and
Newman Chrisman, Watsonville, Calif.
The funeral will be held
Friday at-1-p.m. at the chapel
of the McFarland Funeral
Home, Dearborn, Mich., with
burial to follow in a cemetery
there.
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Another Momentous Decode

Momentos Of Gov. Julian Carroll's Five

'The Elegant Eighties,

rapida,:ftie rtiiligatls pushing House. Cleveland was 49 at the
A PIAUI KAN
By
into Texas and all across the time; his bride and ward, the
-AP Special Correspondent
RIDGEFIELD, Conn. AP) northern - plains cut the former Frances Folsom, was
- We are.now embarked on -.Country up into time .,,aones 21.
By the middle of the decade,
another momentous decade, and, further tofficiTnre their
schedules, inflicted standard long distanev telephone lines
The
last
time
the
Eighties.
office
left
mit.
who
Bert Combs and Edward
Wendell Ford,
time on the public. Farmers linked New York and Boston.
after three years td go to the t • Breathitt just "boxed that happened in this country, complained that after that the
Nellie Bly went around the
"The
Elegant
they
called
it
cry
Louie
B.
thing
up and shipped it
U.S. Senate, and
cows never ran on time.
world
in 72 days. The Brooklyn
Eighties."
ir('hives."
Nunn didn't leave any papers,
James Abram Garfield, Bridge opened. Its 1,595-foot
But 100 years ago those 38
states- were more optimistic elected 'president in 1880 after span was the world's longest.
about the future, njore winning the Republican The French gave away the.
cocksure of the nation's nomination in Chicago on the Statue ofLiberty and unveiled
prosperity and growth. The 38th ballot, was the last the Eiffel Tower. They also
1880 census counted a president to be born in a log linked Vietnam and Cambodia
population of 50,155,783, out of cabin and the first to read his into a new colony called
which came newspaperman inaugural address from a Indochina. Louis Pasteur
discovered a vaccine to cure
HENDERSON, Ky.( AP)McAllister's list of "The typewritten text.
Ward
rocketed to double or more
Garfield went down to the ,rabies. Jesse Jame4 was shot
Western Kentucky -Com- last year's cost of $18.22 per FouTFlundred," that decade's
munities that have no salt ton He refuses to pay the equivalent of the beautiful Washington, D.C., train dead in St. Joseph, Mo.
station one day, on his waLto
Mark Twain published "The
supplies on hand could be current pricepeople.
brought to a §tandstill by the -A lot of smart people
The frontier was vanishing attend his 25th class reuniWat _ Adventures of Hilekleberry
Williams
College
in Finn" in 1882, but the most
first major snowstorm of the boueht it all up when .the.
Williamstown, Mass., and was popular novel of the decade
season, according to Hen- 0cu..i.d4ent 'happened,"
shot in the head by Charles J. was "Ben Hur: A Tale of
works Ftilkerson said. "Most of the
public
derson's
Guiteau, a member of his own Christ."
director.
people we've been talking to
party who;was disappointed at
Benjamin Harrison. whose.
Larry Fulkerson said are Middlemen, not - salt
not . being named consul in grandfather William Henry
Henderson and surrounding companies.
... •
Paris.
Harrison had been president,
counties have been trying
We usually get our quota
State
Garfield was succeeded by nudged Cleveland out of the
desperately for several sheets in July, and by that • The . Murray
University Men's Racer team his vice president, Chester A. White House toward the end of
months to find salt supplies at time: it's too late."
will be playing the University Arthur, who complained that the decade.
a reasonable cost.
The lowest available prices of Missouri at St. Louis team
the White House was like "a
Electric lights were inOnly mild weather has kept have been $36 per ton, with a
the problem from coming to minimum purchase of 5,000 on Jan. 3 at 7:30 p.m. in the badly kept barracks" and stalled in the White House, but
Murray State Arena. Tickets refused to move in until it was being afraid of it or perhaps
the forefront, Fulkerson said. tons. Henderson used about
for the game are $4 for redecorated.
energy conscious, Harrison
A mine accident earlier this 780 tons last year.
reserved bleacher; $3 for
Arthur, rare for a sitting went around unscrewing the
year at a salt mine in
Fulkerson said Paducah and general adult admission; and
president,
was - not tungsten filament bulbs after
Louisiana resulted in a Owensboro, which, are in
shutdown of several mines, similar situations, were $2 for general admission for renominated by his party. the staff went to bed.
Harrison prided himself on
including Diamond Crystal contacted about a possible children. The Lady Racers of Instead, the GOP nomination
Co., the major supplier for the joint purchase, but that the Murray State will be in went to James G. Blaine, who bringing about a "two ocean
Louisville fora game with the lost to the Democrat Grover all steel •Navy." Like every
area.
deal fell through. ,
University of Louisville Cleveland, the only president , other president initial-decade,
Work has-since resumed at
He said the city could cope
this date also.
to be married in the White he didn't get re-elected.
the mines, but the demand fairly well with snow, but that women on •
still outstrips the supply,, serious problems could
Fulkerson said.
develop if freezing rain fell on
Some cities, like Evansville, Henderson.
Ind., ordered their supplies
y With snow, we could put
from the companies last out the trucks with blades," he
spring, prior to the accident, And. "But if we get freezing
and have received their final rain, we would be practically
shipments.
immobilized.
Wednesday,January 2,1980
But many communities
Section B-Page One
"Whatever happens, it'll be
were not as fortunate, and a bad."
scramble for what little salt is
available has ensued.
OPEN DAILY 9-9; SUNDAY 12-6
Henderson City manager
Dick Brown said prices have
matt AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE POLICY

Years In Office Are Stored In Annex
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)A wooden- model of a covered
wagon protrudes from a
cardboard box. A large "key"
to the city of Madisonville sits
on top of another box. A
portrait of Paducah-born
humorist Irvin S. Cobb sits
upright on' the floor facing a
gray metal filing cabinet.
All those items were
prominently displayed in the
Capitol offices of former Gov.
Julian Carroll.
Along with other'mementos
of Carroll's five years as
governor, at"well as nearly
three dozen file boxes of
records, the covered wagon,
city key and Cobb portrait are
haphazardly stored in two
surplus rooms in the Capitol
annex.
They are a visual, tangible
reminder of the change in
power in Kentucky government.
Tom Dorman, a former
chief aid to Carroll, is sorting
-through the volumnious
recOrds in an effort, to
separate Carroll's personal

correspondence from official
documents that will be sent to
the state archives. "I am looking for the
governor's personal letters he
would want to keep, such as a
handwritten letter to the
president," Dorman said.
"And I am looking for files
to be sent to the archives, with
aA eye -toward those that
WoUld be used in the
University of Kentucky's
governor's papers program."
Dorman and three women
secretaries from flarroll's
office have been kept on the
payroll temporarily to work
on the _papers. Dorman and
two of the secretaries will
leave Jan. 7 to work with the
legislature, while the other
secretary will probably
remain another month to wrap
.things up.
Dorman said the office still
gets calls for Carroll, mostly
from out-of-state peole who
are unaware there has been a
change M governors,
He said requests also are
still
coming
in
for
autographed pictures of
Carroll and the secretaries

are filling them from the last
box of pictures.
Dorman concedes the work
is tedious, but says it is also
nostalgic and gives him a
chance to reflect over the past
five years he has spent as an
assistant to a governor.
"Some of it has been interesting," he said. "It jogs
my memory about what has
happened and gives me an
opportunity to review the
admininstrative and a chance
to see the total file on some
things I was involved with
only on the periphery."
Dorman said some records
would probably be thrown
away,"but this is mostly a job
of sorting." .
Some of-the- records also-goback over the past 12 years to
Carroll's terms as lieutenant
governor and speaker of the
House of Representatives.
'The review of a governor's
records is apparently the most
extensive in recent memory
undertaken so shortly after ,a
governor left office.
Dorman said he has been
told that former Govs.
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Snowstorms Could Bring
Trouble To Kentucky
Towns Without Salt

Murray State Men's
Basketball Team To
Play Thursday.Here

Mirrray Led4er & Time
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20.00.30 00
30.00-32_00
32.00-3300
27.00-28 00

WED. THURS. FRI. SAT.

Party Rivalry Warms
Up With Bill Brock's
Slam On Carter
WASHINGTON (AP) Party rivalry in the 1980
presidential. campaign has
warmed up with Republican
National Chairman Bill Brock
saying President Carter's
policy on Iran is aimed at
fooling the American people.
The GOP leader said Carter's only real - policy --in
handling the Iranian-crisis is
"a policy of deception." Brock
accused the president of
failing to develop a foreign
policy that would "discoudge
a repetition elsewhere of the
barbaric actions taken in
Iran."
In a statement Tuesday,
Brock also said ratifying the
-SALT H treaty with the
Russians after the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan is
"unthinkable." .•

All you can eat,$1.99. .
Pass through our breakfait buffet as many times
asyou like And enjoy all the scrambled eggs, bacon,
country sausage, hash browns. hot cakes, biscuits, and gravy
you can eat With all the coffee-you-can drink. For one very
sensible price Only $1 Wevery day from 6 to 10.
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Labor is included Additional parts
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No Refunds

larogila Sow Mere Fo. Mom Cars

Service Includes
1. Replace Front Brake Pads
2. Resurface Rotors
3. Inspect Calipers
4. Bleed'Hydraulic System and
Refill
5. Repack Inner and Outer Bearings
6. Inspect Rear Lining For Wear
7. Inspect Master Cylinder
8.1teplace Front Grease Seals
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FRONT END ONLY I
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Tips on Furnishing a Bedroom
like to provide for a lighted
- closet and access switches that
are easy to find," said Ms. Manassero, president of Corrigan
Getting your own bedroom
Designs Inc. of New York.
the way you want it is difficult
Comfort underfoot, in the
enough. Imagine the difficulty
form of carpet, and draperies
of furnishing a bedroom to
or other window coverings that
please a-efferent person every
keep out light, as well as apnight.
propriate heating, cooling and
. This seemingly unenviable
ventilation* also are provided.
job is no problem at all to inteHow the windows are treated
rior decorators who specialize
depends on whether or not
in hotel work. As one of them,
there is a view as well as on
Maya Manassero, 00111:led
whether the windows open.
recently, 'The Way a hotel
Once, it was thought more efroom looks is largely deterpcient to have sealed windows
Mined by therantOunt spent and
in modern buildings. But nowathe image the hotel managedays, windows that open are
Inept wishes,to_ create."
considered energy sayers.
And the amount of money
In hotels, of course a place
.spent on a room,added Ms.
must be provided for a suitJilanassero, is directly based on
case. "I like to use a folding
'how much it cbsts to rent each
luggage rack_ that can be put
- night. "It's A cut-and-dried afaway when not needed," said
fair based on percentages and
Ms. Manassero, who has deco-financial questions," she said.
rated rooms at New York's
Some rooms, the typical ones,
Pierre Hotel as well as at hocost about $1,500 or $2,000 to
tels in Europe and-in the Carib• put together. Some are as
bean.
much as $6,000 to$7,000.
"In American hotels there Is
When it.comes to creating a
a tendency for the televition set
practical and liveable bedroom,
to stick out like a sore thumb,"
home decorators- • could do
said M. Manassero. In fact,
worse than follow the example
one mark of a deluxe hotel is
of betel room decorators. Irres- I that the TV set is concealed.
pective of decorative style, all
.The difference between a
correctly -done hotel bedrooms
good hotel and a deluxe hotel is
provide for all the functions
certainly how much it costs to
likely to occur in a bedroom. - . stay there and .how -much serv- There Must be a conlickabk
ice "is offered. But'the decor
bed apd a place to sit down and
alio differs. In a luxury hotel,
relax as Well as genetsl light
you'd expect to find nicer and
and a light to read by in bed
more horneytdriliture•as-welf
- and at a desk, if there is one in
as more luxurious accessories
,noted.,
the room.
and appointments,1
_ '1 like to provide three-way
"Some of the n. Astotreitk
switches so that the level of
that I like to includ are heavy
light can be varied. And I also
terry robes for stepping out of
Bs BARBARA MAYER
AP Neasfeatures

Here's the Answer Eff
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — We recently bought two
old lamps et an antique show
and like them very much. They
came witliout shades. We
boUght shades, but when we got
Ahern- home we discovered that
they fit down too low. We have
figured out several ways in
which the shades can be lifted
a bit, but all of them look kind
of home-made. Is there some
professional way these 'shades
can be made to sit up_a little
higher so that they seem to be
part of the lamps?
A. — The solution to such a
problem is easy. Merely buy
what is called a socket exten—
sion. This extension fits right
into the bulb socket. The bulb
Then is screwed into the extension. When. the bulb sits up
higher, the shade then will.
seem to be made for that particular lamp.
Q. — To settle an argument,
does a single 200-watt electric
bulb produce as much or less
light than two 100-watt bulbs?
A. — Everything else being
equal, the single' larger bulb
will give more light than two
other bulbs with the same total
wattage.

location of the bathroom. He
thinks it should be directly ever
The kitchen, because be says it
he less_expensive that wayI think the extra cost will be
worth it if the bathroom is
placed where it will be an
equal distance from both bedrooms rather than near one and
some distance from the other.
-What is your opinion?
A. — Nobody can give you an
opinion on that, since your financial condition seemingly will be the deciding factor.
Generally, your husband is.correct, as his plan will require
less piping and less lalstir, consequently less cot. But the initial additional outlay may be
worth it if the bathroom's location later proves to be a nuisance and, even more important, a bone of contention, Be:fore yOu make a decision, why
not call in a plumber and have
him make estimates for two
different locations? You then
will be able to decide on the
basis of-actual figures. As it is,
you may be disagreeing on erroneous personal estimates of
what the costs will be.

the bathrub, extra lighting and
marble vanities in the bathroom," she said.
Minibars, small refrigerators
stocked with ice, snacks and
drinks, are very popular in European hotels. But they haven't
yet caught on in most American hotels. Guests take whatever they wish and, on chocking out, they are billed only-for
what they have consumed. .;
American standards of functionality are good. says Ms:
Manasseru.Hu v.ev er she thinks
the decorating aspects leave
something to be desired.
"In many cases what .110- r
pens is that management mutes
in with the design function,
They try to guard against soil.
for •example, and the guests
end up with a horrible-looking 'bedspread," she said.
In resort hotels, where people
come for enjoyment and usually stay a bit longer, the ambiance of the room may in- .
fluence whether or not guests
return.
Since this is the case, decorators are given more freedom to
create interesting, individualized interiors. That's one.
reason why she enjoys designing resort hotel rooms.
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IN itiltir FLORII/A-TY PE DUrf.leAgach unit. consists of a
cross-ventilated living-diningarea and a bedroom. Each unit .
has Its own private carport adjacetn to the entrance hall. A
sliding gtass-doorjeins-the hying 14H-HiL with-Lhe.screen porch
:-which faces the garden. In plan JIA11311t each tinit has
I.00h-square:feet. For more information write—enclosing a
stamped. self-addressed envelope to architect Jan Reiner.
1000-52nd Street North, St. Petersburg. Fla. 33710,

A Lack ofStorage Space
aws Many a Kitchen
Ask any woman what the
shelves, partitioned lid
major flaw of most kitchens
drawers and vegetable bins
is and she will probably say
could help you organize
lack of proper storage and
your present storage space.
counter space. If you're
On the other hand, if
saddled with altitchen that
kitchen- -wall space- is limdoesn't work, make it work
ited but interior...chow spo,e
through remodeling.
isn't, consider the_advanThe. key to any.remodeltages of a Center island unit.
ing job is careful planning.
Not only wilt this provide
Before you start ripping out
additional space for storage
cabinets, replatirrirthe old
And food preparation, but it
sink, or moving the range
also-can double as a snack
to where the refrigerator
bar or serVite area.
-once was, STOP!
Because'kitchen cabinets
An inefficient kitchen is a
are a major factor in the
problem awaiting a soluperforinanc—e--and
tion'. Examine both the
homemaker's work' habits ance' of a kitchen, they
..$nd the family's eating ishonld be durable, easy to
habits. Determine where care' for, and ,attractive,
the problem lies. Then rewhether your remodeling
model the kitchen to suit plane-include the addition
your individual -needle.
of-cabinets or replacing the
_If__space does not permit ones1 y.tu now have.
the addition of .more
Since few people are abteinets,-take advantage or to determine the performcabinets having special fea- ance qualities iof kitchen
tures. Such space-savers cabinets, the Nttional Kitas adjustable and revolving chen Cabinet Association

Leaky faucets felky*toffeti7
plumbing noises and _condensation are among the subjects discussed in Andy Lang's
booklet, "Simple Plumbing Re-pairs," which can be obtained
- Q.
sometimes sess.advii--by sending 3s cents PLUS a
tisaments for facing trick. I
long, stamped, self-addressed
can't find the term in my dicenvelope to Know-How, If.b.
tionary. Just what is facing
brick?
Boa-- 477, Huntington, N.Y.
A. — AS the name implies, it
11743. Questions of general inis brick used primarily where
terest will be answered in the
the face of it will be highly vis- ;--cohinin, but individual correible. Facing brick may be used
spondence cannot be underCareful planning can result in a remodeled kitchen
either inside or outside, but
taken.)
that offers the utmost in additional storage space
there are variations in grade
and good- looks. Because kitchen cabinets- are a
and,types, so don't judge them.
ZUCCHINI
major factor,in the performance of a kitchen. the
solely by price. When making
TORONTO-f AP)--Zucehiiii National Kitchen rsbhinet Association suggests you
price comparisons, be sure the
look for the NKCA certification seal when shopis a summer squash that can
bricks are of the same grade
and type and are suitable for
be cooked, eaten raw or frozen.-pirrrfor kitchen cabinets.
your intended purpose.
for later use,according to food
specialists at the Ontario
— We intend soon to reMinistry of Agriculture and
finish our attic, doing most of
FOod. .
the work ourselves, but getting
-Y - advise that since
The
professional help for the electricity and the plumbing. We
zucchini is a tender vegetable,
plan on haying a small bathit requires only a short
room upstairs, one that will
time and the•-best
cooking
serve the two bedrooms we will
going th serve primarily as
methods include steaming,
Adding a bath or con vertn. a wash-up area- for family
be making. My husband and I
agree on everything except theing existing space into a memberscoming in from outpan frying or baking.
bath can provide the most door chores or play, locate it
in family convenience while close to the rear entrance
offering good service for where it can be reached with
many years.
out wandering through other
A satisfactory result, how- rooms of the house.
'ever, depends ,on careful
If it will be ulied by several
planning good workman- individuals at the same time,
ship and the selection of ma- consider the convenience of
terials that ,are durable as an additional lavatory or a
well as attractive.
stall shower in addition to
Bathroom fixtures, coun- the tub. .
ters,cabinets and floorcoverDon't overlook the desirings should be regarded as ability of generous storage
permanent furnishinga that space and ample counter
will be around for some time. space for the •family's vast
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.-753-4150
So take stlenty of time and array efteiletriss,,
shop aro 'Mid before making medicines, applianCes and
any final decisions.
bath linens. Extra titorage
Vanities, for example, space in the form o,bath
come in a wide range of vanities can also be used to
styles,sizeaand finishes. Yet store reserve supplie* of
neither price nor appearance tissues, soap, cleansers aid
are any guarantee ofd urabil- cleaning tools.
I.
ity.:Bat there is a way to de
termine whether vanities arebuilt to last.
The certification sealofthe
National Kitchen Cabinet
Association indicates the
vanity meets the strict construction and performance
CUSTOM KITCHEN
standards of the American
National Standards InstiCABINETS &
tute(ANSI). Only bath vaniCUSTOM
ties and kitchen cabinets

suggests that you look for
the NKCA certification seal
when shopping for kitchen
cabinets.
Cabinets that display the
NKCA. certification seal
have to meet the rugged
construction and performance standards ofthe American Nation-al Standards
Institute (ANSI). •
Cabinets' are tested in
independent laboratories
for their structuralvapabilities as well as their resistance to heat, humidity,and
staining from abrasive substances.Theamall.circular,
blue and white NKCA certification seal, usually found
on the inside of cabinet
doors or drawers, is the
consumer's assurance of
dependability.

behind the house so that the)
the marks made by the preBy ANDY LANG
do not obtrude on the view
vious sandings and will give the
AP Neenifeatures
fruni the street. An alternative
floor a progressively finer finof interest to home owners
can serve if the second-stosy
ish that brings out the grain to
and do-it-yourselfers are these
addition is at the side; ire such
best advantage." From "Homepertinent quotes from books
a case you may be able to exowners' Encyclopedia of House
published during recent
tend the house roof over the admonths:
Construction," by Morris Kriedition. And you sometimes can
"Most insurance policies reger,
minimize the effect of the addiquiet that you inform the insur"When the shape or terrain • tion with an abundance of winer Of certain types of changes
lot
precludes
of a
building outdows, which makes new conin your house, such as in the
ward uilding up — perhaps
struction look less massive."
heating system. To be on the
with a shed dornier or a room
From -Adding On," by the edisafe side, you should notify
garage
—
often
above a
is' the
tors of Time-Life Books.
your insurance firm in writing
answer. This option introduces
when you install a wood heatproblems
of
its
own,
design
;Do-it-yourselfers will find
ing system," From "Wood Heat
however; setond-floor additions
much helpful information in
Safety," by Jay W. Shelton.
have an unfortunate tendency
Andy Lang's handbook, "Prac.".LOne way to gain extra heat
to overwhelm the architecture
tical Home Repairs," • which
from the ,use of south-facing
of a house with their bulk. To
can be obtained by sending
windows is to add a sirnplOwinavoid obvious bulkiness, many
$1.50.1o_this newspaper at Box
dow box collector. This consists
upward additions are placed
5, Teaneck, N.J..07666.1.
of a glazed plywood box that is
attached to a window's sill. The
sun's heat is absorbed by a
blackened surface in the window box. Air warmed in the
box rises and travel through
the top of the box-, which leads
into the house. At the same
time, cool air enters the window box to be heated up, repeating the cycle. The lower
the studysays.
Whether they prefer conwindow sash acts as a damper;
Certification of bathroom
when if's- ranted, Ilea is-- -temporary or tntique fixallowed to enter the room. tures. colored or white tubs, vanities and kitchen cabinets is made by the NationWhen it's -closed, it prevents plain or fancy faucets,
heat Worn leaving." From "The homeowners share aotne
al Kitchen Cabinet Association. The NKCA grants
Home Energy Saver," by the
basic bathroom prionties—
editors of Consumer Guide.
certification to-- units that •
such as a need for storage
"Bathtubs can make a 'big
show, in stringent laboraspace. It stunts% in the
difference. A steel tub is thin
tory testing, the ability to ?—
extensive use of vanity
and so is its porcelain surface,
withstand hard daily use
cabinets—which
provide
so the porcelain cracks and
for -years., Testa measure
virtually all available storflakes off more easily. Not so
structtiral and finish resisage—in most bathroom
with a cast-iron tub. The latter
tance to common bathroom
remodeling.
will hold thickee porcelain for a
abuses such as heat,humidmucb longer life. To tell the
A study by a major shel- ity, the overloading of
difference in tubs, tap the side
with your knuckles. -The steel
ter magazine shows- that shelves and drawers, water
tub is thin and rings, whereas
new vanities were featured splashes, and spilled.. subthe cast iron is thick and
in 53 percent of recent stances. Cabinets that qualmakes no sound, like a rock."
bathroom modernizations ify carry a round, blue-andFrom "How • to Inspect a
and additions. Inatallation white -NKCA certification
House," by George linffman.
of cabinets was planned for seal inside a door or drawer.
"The quality of floor sanding
6f.; percent of projects .still. Certified unite meecite eondepends primarily on the numstruction. and performance
On the rira wing boarcl
ber of sandings the floor receivHomeownersshopping for standards of the American
es., A -job of ordinary quality
bathEnguyitnities pot qual- National Standards Insti•
usually is sanded twice, once
with a coarse sandpakr, then
ity high on ihe list. Most --------------'
with a fine sandpaper. In a
welcome help in choos_.C.L.ELTIEIED_CARJAM
first-class job, the floar-Will be
ing
-thatsandedfour times, each time
will 'perform well. Nearly
cabinets that
Kitchen
with a successively finer grade
73 percent considered "cer- meet the rigid ANSI stanof sandpaper. The first sanding
tification" of cabinet -per- dards are qualified to disremovet all irregularities and
formance and construction
play the NKCA cerpficawaviness in the floor. The-aubsequent sandings will remove, "a useful consumerservice," tion seal.

'Certified'Seal
Helps Consumers
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New Bath Requires
Dependable

The

FIREPLACE
SHOPPE

EMBER
HEFIliTH

Onuty's

*LIM Approved
Stoves
*Fireptacelunids
Come Out And See Us
We Have A Burning
Desire To Please!

4

that. meet4the rigid ANSI
standards are qualified to
display the NKCA certification seal,Thesmall,circular,
• blue and white certification
seal is Ritually found on the
inside ofa vanity door.
Overall planning for a new
or remodeled both should begin_ with consideration of
how it will be ased. If it is

WOODWORKING
•1111 Types Of Woodurorirrog
•Nreor Ittchen(Mune Tops
•Cobinet Plorshoore

753-5940
1 2 I 7 Main
Murray, Ky.
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HEALTH

Soviet Force In Afghanistan Laupches Invasion
By ZAMARSIDDIQI
Associated Press Writer.
KARACHI, Pakistan (AP)
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. — The Soviet invasion force in
Afghanistan. was reported
today to have launched an allfactor.
The one recommendation out drive to eliminate
I'd make to everyone who resistance as the United
wants to go to higher alti- States mobilized a diplomatic
tudes, for whatever reason, offensive
in response to the
is to improve their physical
fitness levels before they go. Russian intervention in the
The higher your level of Central Asian country.
Karachi's English-language
physical fitness before you
are exposed to altitude, the newspaper Dawn quoted inless ffect the change in formed sources in Islamabad,
altitude will have upon your Pakistan, as saying the
body and your ability to cope
Soviets are on the move to
with it.
You may be interested in clear pockets of guerrilla
more information on how resistance, block escape
your lungs work and so I am routes, and crush all opsending you The Health Let. position to the puppet regime
ter number 2-4, Keeping the Russians installed in
Your Lungs Fit. Others who
want this issue can send 50' Kabul last week.
The Soviet troops are
cents with a long,'stamped,
self-addressed envelope for engaged in a massive antiit. Send your request to me guerrilla movement in the
in care of this newspaper, -'provinces of Nuristan . and
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City Kunar, which border the
Station, New York,, NY . Chitral district
of Pakistan
10019.
and where the,S9victs suspect
the Moslem guerrillas are
operating,the paper said.
Up to last week's Soviet-led

coup in Afghanistan, the two
provinces were inaccessible Ur
Afghan government forces.
But now the well-equipped,
modern Russian army units
are fighting to make major
headway there, the report
said.

Healthy living at altitude
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DEAR DR. LAMB - What lung disease a persok has
is the true story about eleva- the less likely he is going to
tion and how does it really be able to tolerate altitude.
You should realize that
affect us' I am planning a
move but want to know more you are already acclimated
first. I am 50 years old, my to 3,600 feet. Going on up to
blood pressure is up a little. 5,000 feet, in your case,
On my side of the family, won't be a major transition.
deaths were due to heart The fact that your wife has
attacks. My wife has bron- done better with the present
chial asthma. We moved to change suggests that the
3,600 feet elevation first. additional altitude might not
Since it was dry. it seems to make any difference. I behave helped her. She is not lieve that she is /11. one who
bothered anymore as she will need to be.examined to
make sure that her lung
was back East.
On the • other hand, our functions are adequate for
teenage daughter developed the change.
a problem with very dry
While 5,000 feet won't
skin. I have heard about two
people in their 70s who had make much difference, if
heart attacks and lung prob- you are planning on spendlems that moved to a higher ing much time at 6,000 and
elevation and they claimed 1,400 feet elevations, which
to feel better than ever with may be present in the locality you are planning on movno problems.
I want to move to an ing to, then the altitude may
altitude of about 5,000 feet. It become a more significant
won't be damp like it is back
East, but I have found out it
will be colder than where we
are right now. Its a dry
cold. Before I do anything,
though, I would like to know
how it would affect the three
of us.
DEAR READER — As
you go up in altitude, the
atmospheric pressure
decreases_ This is often associated with less moisture
SPARTANBURG,S.C. I AP) benefit fight to help Themes'
in the air and there_ is less —
A 20-year-old boxer who family.
oxygen pressure. •
died
from head injuries he
-I've talked to some
Below 5,000 feet the decrease in oxygen pressure received in the ring "wanted fighters, and they've saidthey
doesn't make much differ- to be a fighter and-he'went out would fight for free. The fight
ence to healthy people. Be- a fighter," his manager said.
community wanted to show
yond that, the thinner air
Tony Thomas of Spar- that we were behind Tony,"
tends to increase the work of tanburg. S.C., died Tuesday
White said Tuesday night.
the heart and circulation. afternoon, a
week and a_ half
In the Dec. 22 fight against
That's all right in normal
after he was stopped in the Sariunt Horne, 21, of
people, too.
Anderson, S.C., Thomas had
But because heart and fourth round of a bout, went to
--vaSCu' lar disease is common his dressing room and
been given a standing eightin our population, people collapsed.
count late in the third round.
go from sea level to
The cause of death.was .....Thesefeter,..atotztd.tbgii_gfA
altitudes of- 5,000 feet or acute subdural
hemotoma, or
with 1:10 remaining in the
above-stateareful not
to exert too much when they a blood clot on the brain, fourth round„. naming Horne
the winner.
first get there. They need to according. to Spartanburg
gradually improve their County Deputy Coroner Smith
CHILDREN PAINT
physical capacity and not Thomas. CoronerRoger Smith
overdo it.
NEW YORK (AP) —
said no inquest is planned.
You can think of the ef"Children of the World Paint
Thomas
underwent
fects of altitude as similar to
Jerusalem," a Selection of
emergency
surgery
at
exercise so you should be
awardwinning paintings from
Spartanburg
less active at altitude at first
General Hospital
an international children's
and gradually increase your after his collapse Dec. 22. He
competition held in 1977, is on
activity to your previous never regained consciousness.
view at the Metropolitan
level.
"I feel real bad that he's
People who have lung dis- dead." said Don
Museum
of Art through Oct.
White, local
ease may have more prob-14,
boxing.promo
ter
and
Thomas'
othlems with altitude than
The 53 paintings were
ers. Why? Because if.air is manager, after hearing of
chosen
from the winning
trapped in their lungs ( as Thomas' death. But he auded,
entries of the competition held
from emphysema ). the stale "He wasn't a quitter and I'm
for children between the ages
air trapped in the lungs not giving up or quitting
already_ has the effect of either."
of 7 and 14, in North America,
making them live at altiAfrica,
Europe,
Latin
White
said
he is planning a
tude The more severe the
'merica and Asia.

20-Year-Old South
Carolina Boxer Dies
Of Head Injuries
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SPECIAL HOLIDAY SAVINGS

NOW YOU CAN SHARE THOSE HOUDAY
PHOTOGRAPHS WITH FRIENDS OR RELATIVES

BEGLEY'S
DUG

IT'S EASY AND SO INEXPENSIVE

STORES

PHOTO SPECIAL EXPIRES JAN 7

ASPERGUM
FOR FAST TEMPORARY

NORTHERN-

RELIEF OF SORE THROAT PAIN

gi.AvoR

REG. it CHERRY

•

BOX OF 16

76'

NORTHERN
BATHRIA TISSUE

FEEN-AMINT
LAXATIVE TABLETS

ASSORTED COLORS
UMET 2

BOX 01 16

GALA II_

FAST, GENTLE BELIEF

76'

-

PAPER
TOWELS

RULED 3-.A 5

ELMER'S

SCHOOL GLUE
CRAYOLA

WAX CRAYONS Box OF 16
ALL PICTURE & DOCUMENT
FRAMES

25%

F

FOR DRY SKIN 'CARE
MOISTURIZES DRY,

Lutwiderm '
Lotion

CHAPPED SKIN
402,

77'

OR
3 SUBJECT SPIRAL

THE FIRST GREAT TASTING FULL LINE

NOTEBOOK

19' L80'
MP SAVER

WINDSHIELD
WASHER

PENTEL

sit=

ANTI-FREEZE
ONE GALLON

-- LOTION -

200 SHEETS

OF SUGARLESS ROLL CANDY AND MINTS

PRE-MIXED READY-TO-USE

LUBRIDERM

OFF

-4
FILLER
PAPER

SOAP BOX

30 SHEETS

INDEX CARDS

SWEET NOTHING

5 VARIETIES

PLASTIC

TYPING irlikR

MEAD

SUGARLES
CANDY

LIMIT 2

ERASABLE BOND TABLET

LIFE SAVER

THE MORE TOWEL

CARRIER IN THE DELIVERY PORT. OUR PHARMACIST
WILL FILL YOUR ORDER WITH THE SAME

ROLLING
WRITER

9t

BLACK, RED OR BLUE

CONCEPTROL
CONTRACEPTIVE CREAM

Fri

ROSE MILK
SKIN CARE
CREAM
BUY AN 8 OZ REG
AND GET AN 802.
UNSCENTED FREE

1.33
DELFEN
CONTRACEPTIVE

FOAM
REFILL

DISPOSABLE
PACKAGE OF 6

AVIATOR
PLAYING
CARDS
piAsTir

2.64

COATED

It

THIS IS BEGLEY'S, SERVING THE NEEDS
OF THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY.

1 02 GLASS

MEDICINE
GLASS
OR
DROPPER

DOUCHE

s

r.:1 „mom,.

99t

MOOEL,

'GAVISCQN
ANTACID
liES>;
TABLETS

WATER

(IAVISCON

'ST RELIEF OF
HEA/RTBURN it ACID
INDIGESTION

ANTAnr
100 CHEVVABI.E

37'

1.5$

REG HERBAL, Fs A -STRENGTH
10.02

-CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE

spiGi E PACK

I

"

INTENSIVE
CARE
LOTION

MODEL KITS

F.vd=xe EVE •
DISPOSABLE

!ATLANTA

VASELINE

PACKAGE OF 2 DROPPERS

SUMMER'S

•••

Poachers
are
killing
Kenya's black rhinoceros to
supply the, market for rhino
horn, and the animal may
become extinct in 1980, said a
spokesman.

NOW GET 2 FULL COLOR
BORDERLESS PRINTS INSTEAD OF ONE

SIMPLY DRIVE UP TO OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE
BOOTH, PLACE YOUR DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION
ORDER IN THE AWAITING CARRIER, AND DROP THE

NEVER HAVE TO LEAVE YOUR CAR.

and then replaced the communist government that had ;
been in power., only three
months. President Hafizullah
Amin was executed, and
Habrak Karmal,- another
communist, was.called home
from exile -in Czechoslovakia
to replace him.
Amin, Who was prime
minister before . he ousted
President Nur Mohanuiiad
Taraki in September, was
replaced because he had,been
unable to put down the
rebellion by. Moslem fundamentaliSts that broke out
.after the communist overthitiw of President Mohammed Daolid in April 1978. The
Kremlin apparently fears that
the rebellion and the foment in
the ['Mamie world . resulting
from Ayatollah Ruhollal,
Koheirni's revolution in Iran
might spread to the Moslem
minoritieg in the Soviet Union.

SALE ENDS JAN 7

DRIVE-IN
PRESCRIPTION
SERVICE

PROFESSIONAL CARE THAT YOU HAVE ALWAYS
ENJOYED AT BEGLEY'S. ALL THIS AND YOU

The few Western reporters
in Kabul, the Afghan capital, •
were not being allowed to send
any information out. But in the
wake of the Soviet-supported
coup last Thursday which
installed Afghanistan's third
communist government in 20
months, Soviet troops have

which aa Afghan army
brigadier general and nine
other officers tieserted.lo the
rebels.
The paper reported fightidg
.
between Soviet and Afghan
army troops at Barikot, also
near the Khyber Pass, and
said Soviet forces recaptured
a post in Badakshan province,
near the Soviet and Chinese
borders after 90 hours of
fighting and heavy casualties
on both sides.
A Western diplomat in New
Delhi said he had reports of
clashes between Soviet and
Afghan troops in Kandahar, in
southern
Afghanistan;
Jalalabad, between Kabul and
the Pakistani border, and
Herat, in the western part of
the csountry, where at least 60
Soviet troops were killed in an
uprising last March.
Estimates of the number of
Soviet troops in Afghanistan
ranged from 35,000 to 45,000,
with 26,000 More waiting on
the Soviet side of the northern
border if needed.
The Soviet government
poured forces into the country

QUANTITY FRONTS RESERVED

BEGLEY'S INTRODUCES

STOP BY BEGLEY'S AT 300 SOUTH 8th STREET
WHEN YOU NEED YOUR NEXT PRESCRIPTION FILLED.

The Soviet occupation
forces are using steepclimbing mechanized columns
to battle the anThgovernment
forces, which are operating
from the mountainous regions,
with small and outdated arrris,
the newspaper added.
It also said the Kremlin
regards this winter as crucial
ut its offensive against the
Moslem guerrillas, who lately
have gained both in numerical
and
captured
territory.

been reported under attack in
the northern, northeastern,
western and southern parts of
the country.
No confirmed estimates of
casualties were available.
Diplomats in New Delhi or
Afghan rebel sources in
Pakistan reported 250 Soviet
troops killed or wounded in
Kabul during the coup; mere
than 200 Soviet soldiers and 63
Moslem guerrillas killed in
fighting in the Konar district,
facing Pakistan's historic
Northwest Frontier; 35
Moslem guerrillas and a
number of civilians killed in
Soviet air attacks in the
northeast, and 400 guerrillas,
a Soviet general and large
numbers of Soviet and Afghan
troops killed in fighting last
Saturday in the northern
province of Takhar, on the
Soviet border.
The Pakistani newspaper
Jang said the Moslem rebels
claimed _the taptere of a
military base at Chighai
Serai, on the Pakistanmi
border near the Khyber Pass,
after a three-day battle in
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Authorities Arrest
Aurora Man On
Moonshining Charge
.1CROHA,
Ks
Authorities at midnight
Sunda raided the home of a
59-rear-old Aurora man and
seized 20 gallons of moonshine
uhiskq..apegedly 'being kept
for illegal sale purposes,
accordiag to Marshall County
Sheriff Joe Tom Haltom.
Haltom said Toy Clark was
charged with ciossession of
untaxed whiskey for sale in a
dry option territory. Clark
was lodged in the Marshall
County jail in lieu of i500 bond.
Clark is expected to be
arraigned Jan. 8, the sheriff
said.
Haltom said Clark was
charged with a felony offense
of alcohol possession because
he is a -repeat offender. He
said Clark has been charged
with moonshine possession on
other occasions.
Kentucky State Police and
Hardin police assisted the
Marshall County sheriff's
department in the raid, which
was initiated by a tip received
from an informant. Haltom
said the moonshine, contained
• in gain.jugs, was seized from
an automobile outside Clark's
residence.
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Family Will Be
Reunited After
Finding Lost Brother
FLORENCE, Ky. ( AP) There has always been a
nagging doubt hanging over
the Simpson family. Until
now.
All these years, I'cilook at
someone I'd meet and.wonder
if he is my brother." admitted
Raymond Simpson.
Simpson doesn't have to
wonder any more. On Sunday,
— the Simpson family founa-the
brother, Kenneth Lee Eldred.
that had been separated from
them as a I6-month-old infant
when their mother died in
1938.
Circumstances after their,
mother's death necessitated
that the _family be separated,
explained Cecil Simpson, the
oldest of the nine children of
Allie and Mattie Simpson.
Three 6f the children were
sent to the Glendale Baptist
Children's Home, south of
Louisville. Five were placed
in foster homes . and the
youngest was adopted.
All the other brothers and
sisters were able to keep in
&ouch with one another,exceptthe brother who had been
adopted.
"We-1MM the mart-who-adopted Kenneth Lee was
named Eldred and had a
wooden leg, and we'd tried all
these years to locate him,"
Raymond Simpson said.
"Tie family all but gave up
hope when they heard that
Kenneth Lee had been adopted
again and had taken another
name.
But then, one of Raymond's
sons-in-law took another stab
a few days ago and called
James Eldred of Covington.
He told him he was trying to
trace the Eldred family tree
and asked- him if he knew
about a man Eldred who had a
wooden leg.
The Covington man told
about an elderly uncle who
had lost a leg in World War I
and who later adopted a boy
named Kenny, who is now 43
and living in Athens, Ala.
The rest was easy.
"All we needed at that point
was a phone number," explained Raymond. "I called
Kenneth Sunday at his home.I
was so broken up, I couldn't
think to ask him if he were
married or anything, but he
said we'd • be welcome at his
home any time."
A family -reunion is being
planned-assoon as possible.
"You don't know what this
means to us," admitted Cecil
Simpson.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not receiv.A their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & limos by
539 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3.30 p.m. Saturdays are urged to Lan 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday. Or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery
lhe regular business office hours
of The MurratleAlet & Times are
II a.m. to 5 p.1., Monday though
Friday and 'JOAO noon, Saturday
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START THE NEW YEAR OFF RIGHT! WHEN
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At Least Nine
Killed In New Year's
Traffic Accidents
By The Associated Press
At least nine persons were
killed in New Year's holiday
traffic accidents on Kentucky
highways, according to state
police reports.
The nine deaths exceeded
the seven fatalities recorded
during the 1971679 New Year's
period. The 1979fatality count
.was 893, the same total as in
1978.. Four deaths have been
recorded this year, compared
with zero through this dat
last year.
, Jerry E. Cagle, 25, . of
Bardwell; Harold Blythe21, of Mayfield; and _Rosa
Dismukes, 75, of.. Mayfield,
were killed early Tuesday in a
car-truck _ collision on Kentucky 80 lbont three miles
east of Milburn in Carlisle
County. Cagle was identified
as the only occupant of the
truck.
William Wilson-,----16, of
Princeton, was killed Tuesday
_wlien_his car ran off Kentucky
. 91 in the city limits of Frinceton in Caldwelltowyty.
.. Russell Hicks,, 20, of Dry
Ridje, was killed Sunday in a
two-vehicle crash on U.S. 15,a
mile north of Crittenden in
Kenton County.
Sam Miller, 28; of Hazard,
died Saturday when his
motorcycle collided with
another vehicle on Kentucky
15 near Grapevine in Hopkins
County-.
Christopher Hartman, 17,
and Kirt W. Thompson, 18,
both of Louisville, were killed
Saturday in a single-car crash
on Upper River Road
Jefferson County.
Demon Jeffries, 52, of,
Smithfield, died Friday night'
when his car skidded off
Kentucky 22 about 5/
1
2 miles
west oll.m nence and struck a
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1980 Easter Seal
Poster Child Is
Fair After Shooting
SAN ANTONIO,Texas(AP)
-The 1980 poster child for the
Easter Seals Foundation was
in fair condition at a,.San
Antonio hospital today after
she was shot in the head
'during -a New Year's
celebration, authoritiessaid.
Police said 8-year-old
Jeanette Alvarado, daughter
of Helen Alvarado of San
Antonio, was shot in the head
while -*watching fireworks
outside the home of her
grandmother early Tuesday.
.The. ,girl's aunt.
AlitarAdo;_ 31. was in fair _
condition at a hospital here
after undergoing treatment
for a gunshot wound in the
neck.The case was being investigated today by San
Antonio police homicide
detectives. No arrests have
been made.
The girl, n paraplegic
suffering from a congenital
spinal cord condition, was
selected as national poster
child for 1980 for the Easter
Seals campaign at a convention in Philadelphia in
-November-7-A member ofthe family said
late Tuesday they are not able
to determine if the girl will be
able to carry out a planned
schedule of- personal appearances throughout the
-nation this year.
No one has been able to
determine ex;letly how the
shooting happened, and police
said they do not have a
motiii. Officers said they
have not been Ole to determine the caliber of the weapon
_or -where the shots came from.

Samuel Chadwick
-Completes Training
At Fort Knox
FORT KNOX, Ky. - Pvt.
Samna! L C'Findwitic, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward-, O.
-Chadwick, 106 S. 12th,
Murray, Ky., recently completed training as an armor
-Teeutuldia.scu e speeihhat-a4---tho--U.S. Army _Arinor School,
Fort Knox,Ky.
The training was conducted
under the One Station-. Unit
Training (OSUT) program,.
which combines basic combat '
training and -advanced indiVidual training into one 13- -,
week period. The armor reconnaissance.
specialist course consists of
weapons training, including
mines and demolitions,
maintenance
of armor
vehicles, map reading,
communications,and artillery
adjustments. ,
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Brooke Army Medical Center
Treats Many Severe Burn Cases

Kansas City Firemen Return To Work
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(API — Dec. 24, calling for
the private firm.
city over the weekend,
After suddenly deciding to end firefighters to end the job
From 6 p.m. Monday until 11 although it had asked for a $5.8
their 12-day wOrk slowdown, action they began Dec. 21 p.m. Tuesday, there were 45
million package to go with the
Kansas City firefighters were after they reached an impasse fire calls, none of them major .
increased
work week.
bargaining
return
the
to
set to
with the city over contract police said.
Union leaders rejected the
table and their jobs toda)', negotiations.
Firemen began the job pact, saying although the
providing the city with itsfirst
The city sought contempt of action
Dec. 21 by refusing non- financial part of the contract
regular fire protection in five court citations against
70 emergency overtime after was OK, there could be no
days.
firefighters, including the they
rejected the city's settlement without amnesty
-We are ready to resume union officers.
'final" wage and benefit Offer for the 46 firemen fired and
negotiations immediately,and A- hearing on the citations
286 given three-day
we respectfully -urge the city began - Friday and was of $5.1 million. The contract the.
delayed suspensions lot
to join with us in negotiations scheduled to resume today also included a plan to intefusing to work overtime.
to resolve the ,current im- with 26 firefighters to appear. crease the work week from 40
City officials say they are
to 48 hovs. The previous
passe," John Germann,
Despite increasingly heavy contract eileired
adamant
against amnesty.
May
1.
president of the International pressure from the
city —
Firemen now earn a base
Association of Fire Fighters including. firings
and. - The union rejected a $5.75 salary from $12,132_ to $17,982 a
Local 42, said late Tuesday at susPensions of firefighters
and million contract offer from the —year
a hastily called news con- talk alantiLiehuildine,..11ie_fire
ference.
department — Uttfirefiglaters
Gennaini said firefighters steadily escalata the
job
would report for the 7 a.m. action.
shift- today, resuming -the
Tuesday morning, at the
firefighting . duties • 700 height- of a "sickout"
they
National Guardsmen and 550 ,began Dec. 26, only
14 of the . BEVERLY HILLS.
Al-F'asst's ffrper, Dr. Sheik
police Officers took over lag- 1190 firenunen scheduled
to ( API — • Fire- early' today Shamsuddin Al-Fassi, paid a
Thursday.
work appeared.
•
gutted the gaudy Sunset reported $2.5 million for the
Germann said the union's
The shortage of trained Boulevard mansion of a Saudi four-acre estate in 1978 and
executive committee voted firefighters left seven
of the Arabian sheik who once estimated' the value of 'the
unanimously. during''a r five- city's 3 fire stations
closed shocked his neighbors • by - home at 67 million after eihour meeting Tuesday to New Year's Day. 'Seventeen
Atssive aibrovement.V.and
return
to
work
and were 'manned by police and • painting flesh tones on front- redecoration
by his son and
lawn statues of nudes.
acknowledged that the threat guardsmen while five
.were
daughter-in-law.
Mohammed
Al-Fassi,
Sheik
of fines and jail sentences for run by battalion Chiefs and
Witnesses said much of the
contempt of court from the guarded by police._ Only two 25, and his 20-year-old wife,
structure as Well as the
Al-Fassl,
Sheika
Dena
were
Jackson County Circuit Court stations were 'manned by
reportedly out of the country controversial statues
prompted the decision.
firefight s. Fire facilities at when the fire broke out
10 remained standing after the
The circuit court issued a Ka
City International p.m. Tuesday and raged for fire, but said the house was
temporary restraining order
rt were manned by a three hours,officials said.
,gutted.

By GREG THOMVSON
"The cream represents one resulted in a 50 percent im- War. Fourteen victims of the
Associated Press WriterOf the real advances in -burn provement in the survival rate 1977 crash of two jumbo jets in
SAN A.NTONIO.Texas I AP1 care in the last 15 yeirs. of victims with burns covering the Canary Islands were taken
ookee.
to Brooke.
e
- The freak flash fire hadn't Before the creams were 2O-4l percent of their bodies.
We treat every victim as a
nter now handles
missed much.
developed. about 60 percent of
The searing- flames spared all who died from burns died survivor. We don't give up on about 30Q cases each year.
-the young Marine's feet and of infection in the wounds'," anybody. There's been a Severely burned victims of
significant increase in. the civilian and military disasters
ankles, thanks to heavy said Pruitt.
leather combat boots. They -- After a month, when much survival rate of patients under are often airlifted to Brooke
missed most of his face and of the infection threat is past, age 60," said Pruitt. by the center's specially
'•Infection,
such
as trained burnteanis.
• neck. desperately __shielded at the wounds are covered with
'the cost of his armsand hands. sheets of donor skin flovnrin pneumonia, is still the nriain The 37 burned. Marines
cause - Of death because the represented, the Center's
But the rest of his body was from a Navy tissue ban.
•
'covered in second-and third411You literally add water," eidensiVe burns suppress` the toughest taste- since Vietham.
degree burns L one of the Pruitt said, displaying a sznall patient's ability to resist in- Three burn teams were sent to
most traumatic injui it's -a alass tube containing a fection." he added_ -The next _Japan to stahililr the victims
human body can sustain. rottedup sheet of skin. "It's big advance in burn care will for the grueling 14-hour trip
— There were - also internal kind Of like instant skin."
be a way to bolster the body's home. Some were burned over
inhalation burns, making his
"he_ temporary grafts are ability-to fight 'infection after more than 80 percent of their
chances of survival even • replaced every five days so an extensive burn."
bodies and: • had to be
• slimmer.
•
Brooke't crack burn:teams monitored by three nurses
the body doesn't have enough
It was a nasty case;even by time to reject the alien skin. unfortunately get plenty of after their arrival at Brooke.
Brooke Army Medical Center When the supply of•donor skin
chances to refine their
Two Marines were so
• standards.
severely burned that they
is exhausted, doctors turn to techniques.
•
•
Specialists treated hundreds couldn't be moved; they died
Infection by rriicroscopic pig skin.
-----bligt--Would-be the mist= - •'--The-two breakthroughs have of cases_durinG .the. Ni4141P.TP_ in Japan.
concern for Brooke's famed
burn specialists in the ensuing
weeks, even as the wounds
.were closed -- first by temporary grafts of -freezedried" donor skin and later by
the victim's owii skin.
COVINGTON, Ky. ( AP 1 —
Before the trial recessed trical outlets were on their
The wounds were cleansed Testimony was scheduled to Friday, an expert witness way to failure when the club
daily and trimmed of all dead resume today in an effort to testified that several elec- burned on May 28.1977.
tissue, then covered only with determine whether olda special infection-fighting technology aluminum wiring
burn cream that Brooke caused the 1977 Beverly Hills
researchers helped develop 15 Supper Club fire. Attorneys
years ago. Bandages are for both sides were put on
seldom used anymore — they notice to speed, up the
proved to be little more than proceedings.
lush breeding- grounds for the — Before he -reeeeesead,the
trial Dec. 21 for a holiday
bugs.
If the severely burned break, presiding U.S. District
Marine survives the thigi and • Judge Carl Rubin told Alte
the,grafts, the center's social approximately 35 attorneys
who are participating in the
workers and physical and
holoeical__therapists Mem trial he wanted fewerdelays.
"I want to ekpress my
take over to prepare the
permahefitIr scarred.
'-Teen- "i-ow_ci a neer ple progress-or
ager for as normal a life as lack of progress," Rubin told
the attorney. This is the
possible.
The Marine has no name. He ninth day of the trial and we
is simply a composite of the are still on our third witness."
Before the Aril, attorneys
most serious cases Brooke
specialists faced when 38 estimated that the trial would
severely burned young.. take eight weeks, with 'each
Marines were airlifted here • side estimating it would need
after a freak fire during a'about four,weeks to present its
typhoon at their Japanese ease..
'Rubin blamed the inbase on Oct. 19.
terruptions
on objections of
One died en route. Col. Basil
MIMI 1=1 MEI SIM EMI EN En EMI OM
ME Me MN
Pruitt, commander of what is defense attorneys to experts
ME NMI MINI I
111
one of the world's most ad- testifying' how they reached
FOR
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STORE NO. I
vanced
burn
centers,
Lawyers
were
;also
IN THE LABELS-FOR'predicted three-days after the
fire that more of the 19 in cautioned against presenting
EDUCATION PROGRAM
critical condition would die. separate defenses in the trial.
Rubin
has
broken
the
case
As of Tuesday, Pruitt's
prediction had been proved into two parts. In the phase
being tried now, attorneys are
right — eight times.
trying to prove that "old
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• A -1
If that is proved, attorneys
STREET ADDRESS:
against infection," said
for those filing suit will try to
Pruitt. "Inhalation injuries,
CITY:
ZIP:
which are Caused by inhaling prove that the aluminum
fire or toxic fumes, increase companies knew about alleged
PHONE:
deficiences and tried to cover
DATE:
the motality rate."
them up.
- Brooke's - burn - unit,
DIRECTOR'S NAME:
-The case is the first
established in 1947, has been in litigation filed as a
result of
the forefront of the battle the fire to actuallyI
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against such extensive in- trial. All other
litigation filed
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juries. Brooke researchers either in federal or
state
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in courts has been settled before
developing the anti-infection it came to trial.
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Testimony To Resume Today
In Beverly Hills Club Case

Fire Guts Gaudy Mansion

Of Saudi Arabian Sheik
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COT CST
OWOIN
ES MANOOLLM

IT HELPS PARTMIPATING SCHOOLS GET
NEEDED VALUABLE EQUIPMENT
RIGHT NOW, SCHOOL KIDS FROM KINDERGARTEN THROUGH THE EIGHTH GRADE

ARE COLLECTING LABELS FROM CAMPBELL'S.
AND FRANCO-AMERICAN PRODUCTS. THESE LABELS WILL BE REDEEMED BY CAMPBELL'S FOR FREE AUDIO-VISUAL
AND ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT FOR THEIR SCHOOLS. BIG JOHN WANTS TO COMMEND
CAMPBEUS MD THE TEACHES, MOMS, DADS, GRANDPARENTS, AUNT, UNCLES,
NEIGHBORS AND FRIENDS WHO ARE HELPING THE KIDS. THE LABELS FOR
EDUCATION PROGRAM IS CERTAINLY WORTHWHILE. THERE'S STILL
FOR THE

ma

KIDS TO GET LOTS MORE LABELS. THE COLLECTION PERIOD CONTINUES
THROUGH Falk
19110.

WE THINK HELPING SCHOOL KIDS IS GREAT!
BIG JOHN WILL GIVE...

200 FREE LABELS
TO EVERi'PARTICIPATINC SCHOOL THAT REGISTERS
AT THEIR NEAREST BIG JOHN SUPERMARKET
.
PLUS AN EQUAL SHARE OF THE LABELS DEPOSITED
IN THE COLLECTION BOX BY OUR CUSTOMERS!

cm LOST Docs
CCU 11131110 D CI A
43 Dance step
45 Snakes
47 Ventilate
49 Fragment
52 Openings
54 Is ill
55 Rear of ship

all5

a

56 River Sp.
57 Deposit
59 Fish eggs
60 As written.
Mus.
63 Tellurium
symbol

illill din
NU

' UNUN
'4
15
17
IS
ill
70
19NUN
ill
El
22 23
24 N25
26 N27 21
29
30

IN

NUNI

•

34

a

34 •36

WHO" II II
37

ill
41

43

42

as

JUN

45
44•

NJ
a

a

ialUNU

51

55 56
61

WI llNN
54
I
•57
5S
a60
62

63

UUN

'UN
67

63
66UNUN

ic iiICKEN NOODLE SOUR.cull
c„.„.„,c0-,.(en TOMATO SOUP 5 For98'
giet,
VEGETABLE
"Ammin.69' sotip",00i can3.85'
SOUP 100z
TURKEY
ODLE
RAVIOLIOS !so, 59"
CREAM OF
MUSHROOM
PORK-H- 3 $100 SOUP loot 3.85s
SOUP
3 89
-BEANS
CIhCKEN Insloo
VEGETABLE
SPAGHETTI
.
3 89, SOUP
f7,--71 SOUP
w 0,3
CHICKEN RICE
3,0:$100
CURLY NOODLE CHICKEN SOUP too, 3For
SOUP
Fe(98

Campbell's

keno America.

Catell's

Campbell's

01313130 013100
CCU CICI s OHO

UN

0177,10

Can 3
For179

Campbell s

Franco Anserican

Campbell's

49etabit

10 or

For

•V

Franco American

For

001r

16 Oz
Campbell's Vegetarian

Campbell

NOODLE 052 $100
I

10 Oz Cans

-

Campbell s

i"ii°6°

Can

Can OP For

Cam bell i Cream 0-f

For85s

4tt•

Campbell's Chicken

soup too,

For

aiametsC

1513911

3,
31
3
3
34
3
3.
3
3.
4'
4
4
4
4
4
4•
4
4
4
5'
5
5
5

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ACROSS
1 Soak up
4 Pursue
9 Wooden pin
12 Bother
13 Hostelry
14 Grain
15 Fracases
17 Regard
19 Deduce
21 Dine
22 Agreement
24 Total
26 Chief god of
Memphis
29 Horse
31 Wager
33 Affirmative
vote
34 Exclamation
35 Rodent
37 Born
39 State: Abbr.
40 Staff
42 Lick
.44 Use
46 On the ocean
48 Ethiopian
title
50 Roman date
51 Porker
53 Burn with hot
water
55 Macaws
58 Parts of
steps
61 Evergreen
tree
62 Flower part
64 Decay
65 Small child
66 Walks
67 Ocean
DOWN
1 Uncle 2 Poem
3 Constabulary
4 Kitch4n

1.
3.
4.
5.
6.
9
10
I'
12
;3
14
Is
16
17
Is
19
20
21
2
23
24
25
2.
2

co

f*
t"ti
l

10 Or
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32. Apts. For Rent

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

53. Services OfferedExperienced Auto Mechanic
Apartment
tor
rent
209
ALL
needed
TYPES home remodeling
Good pay, Cell •753Different strokes tor different
/Head
pine/-console
listed here is a ready
Walnut Call 753-3685
7169
folks. modern tirtevel - 4 and maintenance References
stored
. Reported like
reference that will quickly
new. Responsible party can
work
bedroom, 2 bath home with Guarenteed
Free
CUSTOMER stRyict ANu
Furnished apartment at Net.
help
take at big saving on low
you locate th•
central heat andsair family estimates Call 753-8948. or
payment balance
FOOD SERVICE EMPLOYEES
Concord, $80 per month Ca,
Write
classification you ore lookJmlie Plano, Joplin. Missouri
room, eat-in kitchen, large /53-2501 after 5 pm _
ing for.
- Needed for growing fast food
436-2427
I. legal Notice
utility room. .situated on I? Byers Brothers & Son-General
operation. Excellent opportuni-.vs •
New two bedroom 'apartment
2. Notice
acre lot m-I...Priced in the home remodeling framing
_.„
•
ty for persons looking for adall appliances furnished,$250
3. Cord of Thanks
753- aluminum siding gutters
540's Phone
vancement and bettering their
Real Estate
4. in Memory
and
per month plus Itepo§it_ Call
1497...Offered by Century 21 roofing Call 1 395-4967
future. Positions open in Mur_J
12th
N.
105
5. lost and Found
or
1753-0814.
Cut or trim trees ray and other locations
Loretta lobs Realtors
6. Help Wonted
362-4895
bedroom
Twoapartment.
9. Situation Wonted
fur
753-7364 or 753- throughout the southeast.
WORTH THE
Concrete and block work Block ,
/0. Bus. Opportunity
nisheid, water furnished. Cali
EqUal opportunity employer. If
4397.
MONEY
Aialey Auction &
garages basements, driveways.
11. Instructions
753-8119
Mrs
call
interested
Sex-lea-at
12. Insurance
Realty Sales
walks, patios, -steps, free
318 N. 7th St. .,See for
Kentucky Fried Chicken_for apCOLAUSIIII MOUT
13. For Salo*/ Trade
estimates.
yourself,
a
real
753-5476. buy
at
tic tiOneer Re..it .r
pointment. Toll free 1-800-63314. Wont To Buy
For
only $15,900. This 3
ipprdi set
Carpenter
f5. -Articles For Salo
contractor
Book your wedding
5912.
New and
l'h
474-29611 4:4
t
bedroom home, is
Root
16. Homo Furnishings
remodel. Hawley Bucy. 492Sme hi.alkm 1 enn
before January 10 for
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES.
nicely
carpeted,
has
17. Vocuum Cleaners
8120.
furnished
1979 prices.
Needed tar growing fast food Prime time has riow been taken over byI Nice
new plumbing, elec. Ihis
Sewing Machines
makes
house
sense'
For
commerc
ials."
Christm
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
apartm,e
for
toy
1,
as
19. Farm Equipment
nt
operation.
Excellent
opportuniheat, carport with
CARTER STUDIO
the active family who wants a rates. Prompt and efficient ser20. Sports Equipment
ty for persons looking for adstorage, on shady lot really
3
2,
or
irls.
functional home, here's vice. Custom Carpet Care. 48921. Monuments
304 Maio 753-$2
24. Miscellaneous
vancement and bettering their 17:111iiiim Cleaners
near downtown.
Phone 753-5865 or
22. Musical
your opportunity...3 bedrooms. 2714_
future.
Positions open in MurCOUNTRY ESTATE
Firewood for sale. $20 a rick
23. Exterminating
753-5108.
2 baths,. fully equipped kitFree-Store. 759-4600
ray, and other locations
• delivered, $15 a rick you haul
24. MiscolloOrrou.C.-New
colonial home on chen ..A good place to raise a Carpet
cleaning. . free
IRBY
throughout
the
25. Business Services
southeast.
John 14 15. "If ye love me.
Wood ready now 759-1167.
12 acres, , so many family.. Call
estimates, satisfied references,
7
5
3
26. TV•Rodio
Equal
opportunity employer. If
VACUUM
Two bedroom, central gas and
keep my commandments." II
luxuries, so much
1492...Offered by Century 21 VitaraNac steam or dry clean25. Business Services air,
27. Mobil* Home Sales
stove, refrigerator furnishJohn 1 .9. "Whosoever tran- interested call Mrs. Sexton at
spaciousness, owner
ing, Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
CLEANERS
Loretta
2111. Mob. Horne Rents
Jobs Realtors.
Maybelle Joyner Bridals, Wingo, ed, deposit and references resgresseth, and abideth not in Kentucky Fired Chtelren for apwill consider trade for
753-5827.
For factory authorized parts,
29. Heating•Cooling
Kentucky. Alfred Angelo bridal quired. No pets. $200 per monsales, and service call 1901)
the doctrine of Chrisl/hath not pointment_ Tull free 1-800-633city property or will 46. Homes For Sale
30. Business Rental
Driveways white rocked • and
642-7619.
Located
M 102 W.
gowns, bridesmaid's dresses th. 753-2835.
God. He that abideth in the 5912.
31. Wont To Rent
finance to qualified
Three bedroom brick living graded, free estimates. Clifford
Washiajton St., quart Square.
and
veils,
sizes
6
32. Apts. For Rent
-to 24li.7. 33. Rooms for Rent
doctrine of Christ, he hath the 9. Situation Wanted
Paris lh
buyer,reduced to sell.
room. den, FHA approved. Call Garrison. 753-5429, after 4
33. Rooms for'NM
Shown_ by appointments. Call
Father and the Son." Sabbath
753-8925.
pm.
Will
do
34. Houses For Rent
housekeeping 2-3 days
7534080
Furnished room, kitchen and
376-5387.
worship service. Saturday's 11
35. Forms For Rant
19.
a
Farm
Equipme
week
nt
,
V
motorcyc
i
Experienced
les
facilities
laundry
furnished,
Fireplace
492and chimney brick
AM and 6 PM Bible study, 6 til
26.TV-Radio .
36. For Rent Or Lease
Doctor or nurse. worried about
8925
one
block
from
only.
MSU.
boys
repair.
Fireplace
inserts and
Eight
,foot
evenings.
8
Case;
Study
wheel
phone
by
disc,
1977
Harley
Davidson
Sport37. livestock-Supplies
getting to work this winter
stoves, made to order. Brick
anytime Free Store -Tor the Will do Cleaning, houses of- cylinder hoses and front disc 1 For sale: 25 inch console color $50 per month. Call 759-4538 when the ice and
38. Pets-Supplies
ster,
8,500
miles,
like
new.
snow comes?
house pointing. Call after 6
39. Poultry-Supplies
needy. .All donations ap- fices, stores and restaurants year old. Call 489-2716 after 6 t.v.. 4 years.old. Call 436-2802. after 12 noon.
Need a phone in your car?-Have $2,500 firm Call 436-2289
40. Produce
pm, 436-2855.-_,
pm.
preciated. Anyone- having need Call 759-4610
25 inch RCA color tv.,
a pet, but no place to put it? 48. Auto. Services
41, Public Salo
34. Houses For Rent
or would like Bite information Weekends and
'Fence Sales at Sears imw. Call
1964 4000 Fori gas, power automatic, $250, In good conLike a large work room away
42. Home loons
Weekdays
x_study call Bible Facts or Free babysitting
MICHELIN MOULIN
House for rent. 215 L P Miller from it all for those rare spare Sears 753-2310 for free
43. Iteattstatis
done Call 753- steering. remotO hydraulics dition. Phone 753-6531
Store. 759-4600.
44, lots For Sale
estimates torxitir needs.
good shape. 5 ft..,Jaushhog, lit. 27. Mobile Home-Sales Street, 7 rooms, gas heat. Can moments? We have a solution
5152,
CARROLL
4.5. Farm's For Sale
be seen Jan 7. Call 753-3685.
disc, three 16 inch plows. Call
for you.. For the complete picGuttering by Sears. Sears conWhat we do best is care
TIRE
46. Habra For Splo
Mobile home for sale by owner.
12 insurance
tinous gutters initeHed-.., per
436-2269 after 6 pm.
ture, call 753-1492...Offered
Needline 753-6333
Two
bedroom
Hardin,
house
in
47. Motesncles
SERVICE
10x52, 2 bedroom, partially
your 'Specifications. Call Sears
completely furnished. Call 437- by Century 21 Loretta Jobs
4111imbeitcrlerv ices
Extermin
5.
23.
Lost
and
Found._
furnished,
ating
including
Your
Car And
753-2310 for free estAates.49, Used Cars
4850
or
437-4462refrigerator, gas cook stove,
We've
Light Truck
50. Used Trucks
Have your, carpet cleaned-by..
and air conditioning, gas heat. Three bedroom house, fully
Small, black dog
51. Campers
Tire Dealcr
Purdom
Thurman
&
Got
Joe Smith Carpet Center, the
near
Good condition. Call 753-8171. carpeted-,-- located
52._Bizats and Motors
.with
some _gra_y_
1105 Pogue
Insurance &Real Estate
people who know carpets Call
Sorvices Onward
the Shield
1973, Revere. 12x65, -1 Panorama Shores. Call 436753-1489
hair last seen ,
SiS,For-T redo .
753-6660 for free.estimates. _
Souths,de Court Squore
2266.
bedroom, 2 Oath.scorn pletety_.
55. Food And Seed
Murray,Reetudy •
near
For your
Bonner's
UNIROYAL UNIROYAL - Having trouble gettrot thingsfurnished including washer Vatant,- January 1st, wtrtte
56. Fre. Column
Life-H
ealth
753-4451
-Home
-done around the honfe7 Plumbstore on 280. An57. Wonted
and dryer: Central heat and air. brick house in country with at49.
Used Cars
11111111•1
111111•110
1111101
Car•Farm•Business
ing, • carpentry. roofing? Call
tached
Priced
at
garage,
$5250.
$200.
753Call
753swers to name of
Chevrolet,
Good quality older home 1968
good 753-8950.
1.005 TO THE POEM
2762.
8333.
For Sale
located at 500 N 6th Street has mechanical condition $450
Jack. Child's birInsulation blown in by Sears,
28. Mob. Home Rents 36. For Rent Or Lease 3 bedrooms, living room. Call 753-0448
-Alsothday
Ronnie Ross
present.
save on these high heating and
kitchen-dini
ng room combina- 1975 Firebird Trans Am, new cooling bills.
Stereo Console
Attractive, all electric. 2
and
Call Sears, 753Has Scott Terrier
tion, utility room and enclosed tires, tilt, air conditioned,
mobile
bedroom
home.
Two
AM- 2310. for free estimates.
AM/FM with 8 track
Danny
Ross
Mini
face.
4
5,porch
.
Old
carriage
house
pro- FM stereo, 4-speed. Price
miles east of Murray. Low
00.
$300
24. Miscellaneous
Licinsed Electrician and gas invides outside storage. Large lot. $2195. Phone 753-9710.
Warehouse
Call
utilities: $140 per month.
- stallation, heating installation
II 753-6531 ask for
For sale Modern Franklin $140 deposit. 753-9829.
Priced
at
$25.900.
Need
to
sell
Storage Space
436-2598
210E
, fireplace, black porcelain
to complete settlement of Ford F-250, 4 wheel drive, good and repairs. Call 753-7203.
For Rent
Main
bedroom
For
trailers
Rent,
Two
estate.
enamel
Call Spann Realty shape. 753-9299.
exterior.
Excellent
conLicensed electrician. Prompt
Ph
Lost. 2 female Beagle hounds
753-4758
in Shady Oaks Trailer Court
Associates,
dition.
436-2424
Call
7S3-04S1
753-7724.
1976 TramsAm, custom paint, efficent service. Reasonable
with Illinois rollers.'with F. M
MO 01 WHIM
Call 489-2611
Warehouse
$3500. Call 753-8780.
rates. Call Ernest White 753Firewood, oak and hickory.
'Clements on them If found call
Troller for rent, see B.B. Dill at 38. Pets-Supplies
0605.
Storage
delivered
$20
753-1996.
rick.
a
Call
4741974
,
Volkswagen
Dasher,
14.-Want To -Buy
Dill's Trailer Court.
AKC registered Golden
2382
automatic, great gas mileage, Snow removal from driveways,
Space
6. Help Wanted
Want to buy: Junk cars. Call Firewood. 18 inch.
parking lots, etc. Also tractor
$1400. 436-2415.
Two bedroom. central heat, Retriever puppies:---great for
For Rent
24
inch.
Babysitter needed in my home, 474-8838 after 5 pm.
work: breaking, disking.
753-1222
Oak and Hickory, $25.00 rick. natural gas, new furniture and hunting or pets. $100. Phone
Ideol for storing house tar of
1972 Vega. motor needs repair, bushhogging
8 am to 1 pm 5 dys a week
, blade work. Call
furniture, cors, antiques,Fancy natural honey $4.50 qt. carpet. Walking distance of 527-9390. Benton, KY.
body in 'good condition. Call 753-7400
1
Buying
All
Kinds
of
have
Must
referencesCall
759
,
from 8 til 5, after 5
business overflows, etc.
Universily. Call 753-5209.
Call 489-2327.
Real
43.
Estate
753-6581.
1816 after 4 pm
Scrap Iron A Metals.
pm 753-2632.
Phone 753-7618 after 500
GOOD HOUSE
Firewood. Oak and Hickory, Two bedroom mobile home for As time goes on' You'll be pay1975 Vega, One owner, 27,000 Will
m
Industrial
SENSE
Experienced Auto Body man
do plumbing and heating
rent,
gas heat, newly ing more..and,more for rent, so
$20 004 x 8 rick. Immediate
miles, Excellent condition. See repairs,
needed Call 753-7889
and remodeling around
Clean-Up Service
Four bedroom brick
decorated, excellent location., why not buy your home now.
delivery. Call 753-6837.
1803
College farm Rd
Narel, Ky. Nears 8 asa.-4 p.m.
the
home.
'MITI
Call 153-9600.
home
on
Sharpe
753-0364 or 753-3455.
Call
This exceptionally nice 2
16 HP Bolens lawn and garden
412-8888
Nee.-Fn.
1976 Vega GT stationwagon, Will haul driveway
Street. Central gas
bedroom
may
lust
be
the
white rock
one.
trailer,
bedroom
Electric
tractor New battery, wheel Two
36.000 actual mile-s. Call. 753- and Ag lime, also
heat - realistic price,
redecorated: new
have any type
16. Home Furnishings weights. chains, plow, disc. heat. No pets. Call 753-4808. Completely
7853,
$33,000. Phone 753of brown or white pea gravel.
heating system including
cultivator,
1222.
For sale Sofa and matching mower. snow blade, 48 inch Two bedroom Trailer in Hardin, Fisher wood burping stove, all
1969
Volkswagon, excellent Call Roger Hudson, 753-4545
Now hiring, full or part time, $7.00 per hour to
Excellent condition. completely furnished. Call 437EXCELLENT BUSINESS
chair. 2 mattresses and box Call
gas milage, like new Call 753- or 753-6763.
new kitchen - appliances and
start, Local National AAA-I rated Corporation
1-247-0898. '
4850 or 437-4462.
OPPORTUNITY
springs, one iron bed, coffee
bathroom fixtures, new roof
7259
needs 10 rfeat, honest, ybung minded people with
table, easy chair. 489-2199 or •
this year, private backyard with
CARTER STUDIO
Newly - listed 4-bay
permanent address to fill 10 good jobs immediately.
50. Used Trucks
759-1401
large deck. Priced in - $20's
shop with paint room
WEDDINGS
No experience needed, car necessary, complete
For sale or trade. 1949 Jeep
National Hampshire Meat Hog Conference Call 'Spann Realty Associates, and lots of equipment
GE Refrigerator. .20 cubic ft
paid training program, paid vacation, group inPORTRAITS
truck,
all
original flathead, 4
to remain with purFrost free with icemaker Call
surance and bonus. Only those willing to work need
Auction 10:00 a.m., Bowling Green, KY, 753-7724.
cylinder,
753-8298
16
inch
snow
tires.
chaser. Nice office
753-3566 after 8 pm
apply. Call 753-9444 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday
and excellent 4 wheel drive
Tuesday, January 8, W.K.U. ag. Expo Center.
with equipment and 2
and Saturday only. Ask for Mr. Osrnon.
$950. Phone 1-354-6217. .
Lady Kenmore Washer and
Will do housecleat ng, exbaths. All in an exOffering 100 healthy tested boars and 100
dryer Call 474-2355.
cellent
location
cellent
and on
references 7 3802.
open gilts from top Hampshire herds in U.S.A.
53. Services Offered
a large roi (175x200).
Wet
basement?
We make wet
For more information call or write: Hampshire
Painting
- Paperhanging, Com
Priced realistically.
basements dry, work completemercial
residential.
or
Free
Phone
Swine Registry, 1111 Main St., Peoria, IL
Kopperud
ly guarenteed. Call if write
estimates. 759-1987.
Realty, 753-1222.
Morgan Construction Co..
61606. Ph. 309 674-9134.
Carpentry service. Whatever Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah.
First time feted! Many lovely your needs, old or new, quality KY 42001, or call day or night.
.1-442-7026
wooded home sites in one acre work Call 753-0565
to ten acre tracts,'Be the first
to select a site for Your dream
FallHouse Cleaning
home and help design your
Walls,
windows, floors and carpets, gutters.
own restri'ctio'ns in a most uniestimates. Insured and experienced. Call Free
que subdivision. Call Spann
day or
night:
Realty Associates. 753-7724
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

PIANO STORAGE

, __ i,trinr
--Boyd-Mojors

h1

I

1

111011ELIN MICIIELIN

1VIOVINII1VACIVINI1

e.

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control

L

HELP WANTED

1

NOTICE

NAIL IT* DOWN
If

you're thinking of advertising in
the
local newspaper to boost sales ... you've
hit the nail on the head! A constructive
ad program here can efTectively remedy
your business' lagging sales problem
inexpensively. Try neWspaper advertising!
•

Milerray Ledger & Times
iNcREAsED gig
AP

•

•

THE PROPERTY ASSESSMENT BOOKS WILL BE OPEN
FOR LISTING REAL ESTATE,
PERSONAL TANGIBLE AND INTANGIBLE PERSONAL -PROPERTY BEGINNING-JANUARY
2, 1980, AND EXTENDING
THROUGH FEBRUARY.
THE BOOKS WILL BE OPEN
FOR TAKING APPLICATIONS
FOR HOMESTEAD EXEMPTIONS FOR HOMEOWNERS WHO
HAVE BECOME 65 OR WILL BE
65 YEARS OF AGE DURING 1980.
Charles E.Hale
Property Valuation Administrator
Calloway County

759-1176
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
709 Holism Street

HANG OUT THE
WELCOME SIGN
At this neat three
bedroom brfc-k-- on
Peggy Ann Drive:This
house has two baths,
large living room, kitchen-den combination,
2 car garage with electric door opener, central gas heat and air,
fully equipped kitchen,
and lovely landscaped
yard. All this for only
$42,500. Phone 7531222,
Kopperud
Realty.

NOME
CLOSE TO
TOWN

Exceptionally
nice
three bedroom home
only four miles from
city limits. Beautiful
14 acre wooded lot,
with outside storage
and concrete floored
workshop. Priced at
$53,900. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.

NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

11•601.18. Some talk 'Nom all 713 tell... Or,

PRICE SHAVE 75'
advemee Noftry IN.'S, Service

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS-*FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEA DING BRANDSOF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
free DeNvery on PresivIptions in City Limits

4111111"..
"14 FREE.
111
20 MILE
ig DELIVERY
rammiummummiimi753-0984

1

Floored and ready. Up to 12 s 24. Also born style, of
fices, collages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
60. Buy the best for less.
10410 ;ION .51 I P S T

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

1' Xl.t. S-13 1Ht• SR KHAN . hy . 1.F.LN.Fit

Netiuessio

1VS0

•
Mon. thru Thurs. & Sat.
8:30-6:00
Friday
8:30-8:00

516 West Main
Murray, Ky.
1

Discount Stores

2nd
SEIVIESTE

Back lb School

/
1
4

SAVINGS

NOTEBOOK PAPER

'
COMPOSITION BOOKS

•

1
PAPER
NEMENNOMMEIIIIIM

•
•11111ftifi•
.

finEDeS
YOUR KE V TO VALUE

TYPEWRITER PAPER

100 SHEETS
•• • II
••-•

59c
—0

Reg.

• 200 Count

rice

75C

C

Reg Price 60c

• 100 Count

21100

Reg PrZe-7-4C

Alr

• 120 Count
• 3 Sections

•

'
MEAD ANIMAL FRIENDS
COMPOSITION BOOKS

• Porous Point
• Red, Green,
Blue, and
Black

jet—

a

111

•
Reg. Price 446
Reg Price 2 1 00

3/I"
30 40%(IR
• 70 Sheets Per
Book
• Assorted Colors

• 60 Count

31100

1/
30 To 40% On

To

All Mismatched

*Sheet Sets
*Kitchen Sets
*Drapes
*Bedspreads

All Winter
Clothes

Lunch
Boxes
Reg $3.44

$242
•

0

Boy's

Flannel
Shirts
0
/
30
0

Off
reeriv•eli•Ren$ $.40414,101601-)

Our
Cataloge
Order \
Plan
Is Ready
To Hel
You In
1980

